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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 24, 1979
Lodger & Times
In Our 100th Year 204 Per Cop Volume 100 No. 304
A NI1CKEY MOUSE CHRISTMAS — Mr. and Mrs. Hank Hatcher, 1511 Johnson, made a Mickey Mouse hristmas scene
for their front yard. The weatherproof scene, which took the Hatchers about six weeks to make by hand in their spare time.
features a 7-foot clock and a 7-foot Christmas tree. Other Disney characters surround the three-piece lighted train under
the tree. Staff Rick Orr
Captors, Khomeini Say Carter Must Return Shah
Christmas Celebrations
In Holy Land Open Today
By ARTHUR MAX
Associated Press Writer
BETHLEHEM, Occupied West Bank
(AP) — Christmas celebrations in the
Holy Land opened today with a colorful
'procession from Jerusalem to the
traditional site of Jesus' birth in
Bethlehem.
Monsignor Giacomo Giuseppe
Beltritti, the top Roman Catholic
clergyman here, led a motorcade of
church officials and pilgrims from the
walled city of old Jerusalem to Manger
Square, outside the Church of the
Nativity. The motorcade route was
heavily guarded by Israeli troops on the
alert against possible Arab terror at-
tacks.
The procession was greeted by drum
rolls and a tremendous din of trumpets
and bagpipes from a dozen scout bands
assembled in the square, which was
decorated in pine boughs, pennants and
colored lights. About 5,000 spectators
lined up behind police barriers to
witness the arrival of the procession.
The patriarch, wearing white and
scarlet vestments, was greeted by
Hostages Promised A Christmas
TEHRAN, Iran (AP)— The Moslem
militants holding 50 Americans hostage
in the U.S. Embassy promised them
whatever they need to celebrate
Christmas, but the captors and
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini declared
the only way the hostages will be freed
is for President Carter to return the
shah.
A spokesman for the militants who
today's index















Windy and turning colder with
periods of rain or drizzle today,
ending tonight. Temperatures
falling into the mid 40s by
evening and into the mid and
upper 30s by Christmas morning.
Mostly cloudy breezy and cold
Christmas Day. Highs upper 308
to lower 40s.
.• 
seized the US. Embassy 51 days ago
told The Associated Press the hostages
will receive “fruits, sweets and cookies
and whatever else they need to
celebrate their Christmas.
"We'll do it however they want it,
whatever they usually do. But we don't
intend keeping the hostages separately.
If they want they can all be together."
Both the militants and Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotzbadeh denied a
new flurry of rumors today that some of
the hostages would be freed for
Christmas.
"There, was some rumor going
around today like that, but there will
not be any release or any statement on
it today," Ghotzbadeh told The
Associated Press in a telephone 'in-
terview.
Asked to comment on reports that
some of the hostages might be freed
soon, the militants' spokesman said:
"Our position remains that either the
shah is returned for trial or the
hostages are tried as spies."
The latest report came from French
parliamentarian Brigitte Gros, who
met with Khomeini and other officials
in Iran and quoted them as saying three
hostages will be freed within the next
few days.
But Khomeini, in a message
broadcast on Christmas Eve by Tehran
Radio, said the only way they will be
released is for Carter to scri back the
Brown Sends State
Greetings In Message
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. has sent greetings to
Kentuckians in a Christmas message.
The governor said it was a time to be
thankful for opportunities and hopeful
about domestic and foreign problems.
Here is the text of his message,
released Saturday:
"This holiday season is a time for joy,
Christmas blessing and cheer.
"It's a time to appreciate the
meaning of family and friends and be
sensitive to our spiritual beliefs.
"It is a time to be thankful for our
opportunities and hopeful about the
problems all of us face as home and
abroad.
"A time to remember those whose
lives may be uplifted by a friendly word
and a greater sensitivity to the human
spirit and athdition.
"A time for prayer for our fellow
Americans in Iran, who in their ab-
sence and in their peril, have brought a
new sense of unity and purpose to
Americans everywhere.
"Phyllis and I need your un-
derstanding and help as we move
toward the challenges of the 1980s.
"We ask for your prayers, as you will
be in ours.
"And we wish every Kentuckian a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year."
shah.
"On the occasion of the festivities
marking the birth of the Christian
prophet, Jesus Christ, who through his
holy and sacred words has condemned
the world's oppressors, I congratulate
all oppressed nations, Christian nations
and our Christian countrymen in Iran,"
Khomeini declared.
He said Carter should have bells
tolled across the United States not for
the "hostage spies," but for the benefit
of "oppressed nations," adding:
"Oh, American nation, do not lend
your ears to presidential propaganda
which is simply to gain power. Know
that our youths treat the spies in a
manner pleasing to God (who) orders
that forgiveness is for the conquered —
even if they are tyrannical spies ... You,
the American nation, demand from
Carter the extradition of the deposed
criminal shah to Iran, for Carter holds
the key to the spies' release."
The embassy captors allowed a nine-
foot Christmas tree from Seattle,
Wash., and 90,000 Christmas cards to be
delivered to the embassy Sunday by
Los Angeles reporter Alex Peen.
Bethlehem Mayor Elias Freij and
Israel's military governor of the West
Bank, Brig. Gen. Binyamin Ben-
Eliezer. The three men marched bet-
ween two rows of priests and monks
who wore white, gold and crimson
capes, and entered the basilica, where
the patriarch will lead the pontifical
high Mass at midnight.
Green-bereted Israeli border police
linked hands and formed a protective
cordon as the three men entered the
church, while troops watched over the
proceedings from rooftop positions.
Israeli army helicopters hovered above
the town, and two Phantom jet fighters
made slow turns just below the cloud
cover in what appeared to be a salute as
the motorcade entered Bethlehem.
In his Christmas grteting, Prime
Minister Menachem Begin said: "May
the coming year be one of peace and
understanding in our region and
throughout the world."
Freij, watching from his office
balcony as bustling workers added the
final holiday touches to Manger Square,
offered a Christmas message of hope
for the 50 Americans held hostage by
Iranian militants in Tehren.
Condemning the Nov. 4 hostage
taking "in the strongest terms," Freij
said the Iranians "have no right to hold
them. It is against Christianity and
against Islam."
Freij has been the only Palestinian
leader to take a public stand against the
Iranian action, which is supported by
Yamer Arafat's Palestine Liberation
Organization and by other West Bank
leaders.
Israeli tourism officials expected
over 35,000 holiday makers in
Bethlehem, Jerusalem and Nazareth,
where special services were planned
for the United Nations peacekeeping
forces stationed in southern Lebanon.
Freij estimated 1 million visitors,
many Arabs from neighboring coun-
tries, visited Bethlehem this year, up
about 15 percent.
But he claimed ChristmaS shopping
in a town that lives off the tourist trade
was suffering because of Israel's
"devastating inflation rate" of over 100
percent.
"The price of toys is beyond the reach
of my own people. Inflation is eating up
their income in an unprecedented
way," he said.
CHRISTMAS PARTY — Santa Claus presents a doll to a little girl at the an-
nual Christmas party Saturday sponsored by the Murray Fire Department. The
party was for under privileged children. Fire Chief Jackie Cooper estimated
over 250 children attended the party.
Garrott's Galley
Through It All Shines The Most Heart-Warming Time Of The Year
By M.C. Garrott
Christmas Eve!
The most magical night of the year!
Suddenly it's here again with all its
beauty, wonder, love and remem-
berancm. Suddenly, too, there are so
many Christmas Eves to remember —
some happy, some sad, some lonely but
so many to look back upon.
The first Christmas Eve I can recall
we spent at my grandfather's place mt.
South Virginia Street in Hopkinsville.
My father's father, he was a town-
based farmer. He and my grandmother
— "Garnma-Gam" as we called her and
a 4-foot-10 Norman Rockwell per-
sonification of a typical grandmother —
had nine children and 18 grandchildren.
All were at our grandparents' house
that year. There were 29 of us plus some
great-aunts and uncles. They had a tree
about 12 feet tall in the front parlor, and
when the grownups sat dowr It the
table it looked like a state dinner at the
White House.
I don't remember much about wha
went on, but the next morning Santa
had brought my two brothers and me
each a cowboy suit, complete with
neckerchief, guns and a lasso.
My youngest brother, Dan, who now
Lives in Mayfield but about four at the
time, had asked Santa for a
policeman's suit. He wasn't a bit happy
with the cowboy suit.
Dad practically forced him to put it
on, and that year Santa's stock hit a
new low as far as Dan was concerned.
He loudly proclaimed that Santa must
be awfully dumb, not knowing a
policeman's suit from a cowboy suit.
+++
Then there was our first Christmas in
Mayfield after moving there from
Guthrie over on the Tennessee line in
Todd County.
That Christmas Eve was a disaster.
Mom was expecting our sister within a
couple months and was in the Fuller-
Gilliam Hospital with complications.
Dad, Dan and I were in bed with the flu
and brother Jeff, two years my junior,
was gravely ill with pneumonia, so
in fact, the late Dr. James T. Fuller
spent most of the night at his bedside.
Although we had lived there less than
five months, the neighbors came in in
shifts to feed and care for us in the true
spirit of Christmas. We were Strangers
and they took us in.
We.all eventually recovered, and MY
brothers and I remember little about
that Christmas as far as Santa and gifts
are concerned. We have never
forgotten, though, the concern and
loving care of Dr. Fuller and our neigh-
bors at that Christmas time.
+++
I also remember how I barely shut
my eyes the Christmas I had asked for
my first bicycle. This was in the heart
of the Depression, and dad, an in-
surance agent, had his hands full
making ends meet.
It was all he could do to keep food on
the table, much less get Santa to come
up with a new bicycle. But Christmas
morning, there it was beside the tree
mud flaps on the fenders, big wide
handlebars and a tool box between the
bars connecting the seat area with the
front wheel assembly.
I don't remember the year, but I
remember that gleaming, blue and
white Elgin bicycle.
+ + +
One Christmas, too, I can't recall the
Year, Santa again brought me exactly
what I had asked for in the letter I had
dispatched up the chimney — the
quickest way to the North Pole.
This time I had asked for a pair-of
'high-topped boots with a knife in a
snap-down pocket on the side of the left
boot. Dad had "shoed" the three of us
only a few weeks before in saddle ox-
fords, all just alike, and we hated them.
The other boys at the old West Ward
School had taken one look, laughed and
labeled them "sissy shoes."
How thrilled we were to get out of
them and into the new, more accepted
high-top boots — even if it did take a lot
longer to lace them up in the mornings.
+++
The Christmas Eve of recent years
that comes so quickly to mind was one
of our first in Murray. Jeffrey was just
a little fellow and was all set for bed. In
his "footle" pajamas, he was in my lap
in a chair purposely placed near a
window.
Suddenly, we heard the clear, un-
mistaken ring of sleigh bells, barely
audible at first and then louder and
louder. Sitting up in my lap, Jeffrey
turned to face me and said, "I think I
had better be going to bed!" And off he
went and in minutes was sound asleep.
We had borrowed the bells from
Margery Shown, and big brother Steve
had slipped outside to ring them beside
the window as Jeffrey dozed in my lap.
It made our Christmas!
+++
It's funny how so many of these
memories blend together, all exciting,"
exhilarating, happy times for the most
part. We are looking for still another
happy time this year at our place with
all the family, including that grandson,
corning home to join Jeff in spending
Christmas with Morn and Dad.
The tree is trimmed with ornaments
cherished down through the years. The
house is decorated with the tree
transforming the living room with its
size and woodsy fragrance. The
packages are wrapped in boxes large
and small — some red, some white,
some green, silver and gold.
Through it all shines the most ex-
citing time of the year, and the way the
celebration of the birth of Christ draws
us all once again together as a family.
We thank God for this, for sending His
son to live among mankind and for His
dying that we might live eternally.
They say Christmas belongs to the
children, but the wonder of it all warms
our hearts as nothing else can do.
These are our thoughts this Christ-
mas Eve, and may you and yours have
the Merriest Christmas evert
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HEALTH
Wheat germ and manhood
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
SANTA CLAUS hands out gifts to children at the family Christmas party held b,) the
Welcome Wagon Club.
Family Christmas Party Held By Welcome
Wagon Club it The Community Bank Room
The annual family
Christmas party was held by
the Welcome Wagon Club on
Thursday. Dec. 6, at 7p.m. in
the community room of the
Peoples Bank branch at
Twelfth and Chestnut streets.
Members of the club had as
their guests children,
husbands and grandchildren:
Following the invocation the
group of about fifty persons
enjoyed -a potluck dinner.
Tables were decorated with
burning tapers and a
decorated Christmas tree was
a central point for the gifts
which Santa Claus passed out
to the children who were
present. The children had the
opportunity to talk with Santa
















they wanted for Christmas.
Pictures were taken by club
members. The program was
ended with Santa Claus
leading those present in the
Christmas song "Jingle
Bells."
Mrs. George E. Overbey, Sr.
presided at the opening of the ,-
nieeting.
Officers oT the club for the










Present for the occasion
were June and Russell
Carlson. Phil and Susan
McKnelly, Pain and Willie
Scott, Ed and Peggy Wilson,
Glenna and Tracy Higgins and
children Joey, and Melissa,
Cathy and Joe Higgins and
children Philip, Katie,. and
Kary; George. and Dorothy
Overbey, Colleen and Reynold
Peacock', Ingeborg King,
Evelyn Tapp, Karen Tapp,
Thelma and Bob Farley, Ivan
and Martha Wroblik. Lane
Dubrock, Linda Germain, Rile
McCutcheon and children Jill
and Russell, LaRue and
James Williams and
'Catherine Lynn Williams,
Raylene Gagel and son Joey,
Leone Travis, Lara Arnold,
Florence Hensley, Frances
and Custis Fletcher, Marcia
R. Dillon, Lois and Clarence
Lefler and children Amy and
Lance, Sal Wynn, Linda
Burris and Jamie Morganti.
HOSITAL PATIENT
Dismissed Dec. 8 from the
Community _Hospital,
Mayfield, was Russell Turner




was Stephen Conners of
Murray.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert San-
derson and sons. Michael and
Bryant, of Stone Mountain,
Ga.. are the guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Voris
Sanderson.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Miss Rhonda Cook of





We will be closed all day Wednesday,
December 26 getting ready for our ---
After Christmas Sale
Biggest Sale Ever
Watch For Our Ad In




DEAR DR. LAMB — I read
in my encyclopedia that
wheat germ contains a male
hormone. Since some people
take wheat germ as a dietary
supplement, is it possible that
this hormone will further
stimulate primary and sec-
ondary male sexual charac-
teristics in these people? In
other words, would it result in
a deeper voice and an
increase in body hair? If
wheat germ does not have this
effect, are there some foods
besides this that do?
DEAR READER — I think
it might be stretching it a lit-
tle bit to say that wheat germ
contains a male hormone. It's
true that the vitamin E which
is abundant in wheat germ is
essential to fertility in
animals. That's how it was
discovered: Rats that were on
a vitamin E deficient diet
were unable to produce
offsprings. Sinlijar effects
have not been Ebted in pri-
mates which includes human
beings.
Animals and man have dif-
ferent metabolic systems.
Just as man cannot manufac-
ture vitamin C, even though
most animals can, it appears
that many animals need vita-
min E whereas man does not
need large amounts. Possibly
this is because his metabolic
system is able to use other
substances in place of the
vitamin E.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 4-12, Vitamin
E: Miracle nr Myth, to give
you more details about the
commonly discussed virtues
of vitamin E — if any. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long.
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of 'this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
No, you can't expect to
improve your male sexual
characteristics by using vita-
min E. It will not improve
your fertility or your sexual
capacity. If it does improve
your sexual capacity, it will
only be a psychological reac-
tion because you believed it
would.
There are no foods that the
male can eat in his diet that
will improve his secondary
sexual characteristics. It is
true, though, that if a person
is on a poor diet, one deficient
in calories or essential vita-
mins and minerals, that such
a diet can affect his health to
the point that it will indirectly
affect his sexual capacity.
That's one of the explana-
tions of why in many more
primitive cultures certain
foods_ were found to have a
sexual benefit. The truth is
that in such primitive soci-
eties food was a scarce com-
modity and a man who did not
get a normal amount of pro-
tein in his diet and then start-
ed eating so-called sex foods
which included adequate pro-
tein suddenly found his capac-





FOR TUESDAY. DECEMBER 25,1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
• Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 grizA
Some pleasant surprises are
in store for you this Xmas day.
However, don't let a nostalgic
mood degenerate into the
blues.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Unexpected callers bring
cheer, but later, you may tire
of too much company. Do your
best to lift the spirits of a child
or loved one.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20
You may be in the mood to
do your own thing and perhaps
resentful of some familial
obligations. Be dutiful and
have fun later.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 221
Do your best to liven things
up, if you feel dullness
creeping in. Don't get moody
or bring up past slights. Live
for today!
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4242
It's too soon to figure out
how much this Xmas will cost
, you. If a close one has ex-
pensive - ideas, don't be a
killjoy. Listen.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
A loved one may surprise
you with a suggestion. Don't
be inhibited. Enjoy the chance
to do something different. Be
flexible.
LIBRA
.lk.n(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ---
A surprise gift could come
your way. Trust new financial




(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rkelic•
You may be excited about a
new romance. Celebrators
should try something new.
Don't let a friend dampen your
mood.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You may be enthusiastic
abouta new ptoject, but don't
expect immediate feedback
from others. The p.m. finds
you in the mood for fun!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Getting in touch with friends
should be exciting now. Don't,
however, take it personally if
you catch one person in a bad
mood.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A new career project looks
promising on paper, but
consider the practical angle
too. Deal with realities. Don't
let them get you down.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. MI X
News from a distance is
exciting. If a close one doesn't
seem as thrilled as you, take it
with a grain of salt.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
thinker and more tolerant
than the typical member of
your sign. You are multi-
talented and can succeed
along a variety of lines,
though your greatest success
comes when you gain the
confidence to do your own
thing. You have the ability to
commercialize your artistic
talents and you also feel at
home in the business world.
we're not Joing to find many
examples of that in our
overfed modern civilizations.
The truth is our overfed
males may have an increased
amount of fatty-cholesterol
deposits in their arteries and
this can affect their sexual
ability when the circulation to
the reproductive organs is
involved. That's one more
good reason for men to stay
on a relatively low-fat, low-
cholesterol diet and to avoid
obesity.
.(v
La Salle Academy Dress
Relaxed After 50 Years
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)
— La -Salle Academy is
keeping up with the times.
For the first time in 50
years, school officials have
decided to relax the dress code
for its 1,082 male students.
. The young men, who have
been required to wear shirts
and ties to class, nowshave the
choice of wearing turtleneck
and crew neck sweaters in-
stead of ties during the winter.
"We felt it was important
for students to be warm and
we also wanted to educate
them to the energy crisis,"
said Brother Robert Hazard.
principal of the Catholi(•
school.
"I gguess it is a major"
breakthrough," he said
Thursday.
He said 15 percent to 20
percent of the students are
wearing sweaters instead of
ties. "I suspect there may be a
larger number after Christ-
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By Abigail Van Buren
Xmas Gift:
Dial-a-Mom
DEAR READERS: On this Christmas Eve I want to
share with you one of the best gifts I've ever received. It
was the following letter:
Nov. 19, 1979
Dear Abby:
Our problem daughter, not quite 17, ran away from home
14 months ago. She had been giving us a rough time for
about a year —skipping school, staying out late, and lying to
us constantly. After a noisy scene, she stormed out of the
house with only the clothes on her back. We didn't have a
clue as to where she went.
Only a parent who has lived through this kind of
nightmare can realize what we went through. Alter a year
of heartaches and sleepless nights, we were told by the
police to give up and assume she was dead. But parents
never give up. %%e continued to search and hope and pray
that she'd return to us one day.
V% ell, our prayers were answered when, out of the blue,
we received a telephone call from someone who said he was
a volunteer with Operation Peace of Mind in Houston. IWe
live in Michigan.I V1 e were told that our daughter had read
of the toll-free number in the DEAR ABBY column and
wanted to let us know that she was well and happy in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. The volunteer said our daughter would call
them again on the following morning in case we had a
message for her.
We told them we would welcome a collect call from her.
Sure enough, she called us the next day! She sounded
wonderful and said she was working and going to night
school to finish her education. Our story has an ending. Our
daughter is coming to spend Thanksgiving with us!
Abby. will you please publish that toll-free number again
so other runaway kids can establish communications with
their families? Our daughter said that she had seen your
column with the number posted near telephones where
runaways hung out.
V1 e will never be able to thank you enough for giving us
the happiest Thanksgiving we've ever had!
GRATEFUL IN MICHIGAN
DEAR GRAI El; t I.: ith pleasure. Runaways, call this
toll-free number: W0-231-6946.
An operator will take your call and telephone your
parents anywhere in the tilted States with a message from
you. [here will be no lecturing or recriminations. Your call
will not be traced. And only one question will be asked: "Do
you need any thing" If you do, you will be told where you
can get it free. I repeat, no attempt will be made to contact
you or bring you back home — regardless of your age.
Runaways, 1 beg you to forget the past, and call that toll-
free number now. Let somebody know you're alive! You will
sleep better tonight and so will they. And you will give your
family the best Christmas they've had in years. God bless
you.
ALBA'
P.S. This wonderful program was originated in. Texas six
years ago by a handful of public-spirited volunteers. It's
staffed by volunteers, including some grateful runaways
who have come home.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers V1 ant to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Enclose 61 and-•
long, stamped 128 centsl, self-addressed envelope, please.
11111. COM ItilLAISH TY
‘W' —CALENDAR
Mom1,,v • Dec. 24
Recover Inc., will not
ii wet tonight. but will meet
T-114 - _ 31 at Calloway County
Health Center at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec.!
Community Prayer Service
for Iranian Hostages will be
held at 12 noon at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Parents Anonymous for
adults will be held. Call 759-
1792 for information as to the
temporary location center.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Thursday, Dec. 27
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.M. at the lodge
hall. An election of officers for




The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
let at 10 a.m. on Dec. 6, at the
club house. Table decorations
were inadi• in preparation for
the annual card party which
will be March 26. 1980. A noon
pot luck luncheon was served.
The department chair-
woman!' Millie Graves,
presided. Mrs. Artie Morris
gave the devotion.
Members voted to register
the names of five Garden
Depanment members in the
"Hook IA Appreciation" at the
Wallis Home, which is the
Kentuck Garden Club office
in Paris, Ky. This represents a
donation of $50. The members
chosen were Mrs. Humphrey
Key, Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs.
Dewey Ragsdale, Mrs. I,envel
Yates, and Mrs. Harold
Douglas.
A Christmas gift exchange
and door prizes followed the
meeting.
Zula Sykes and Clovis Jones
assisted the members in
making red velvet ribbon
butterflies which could be




ment table. They were Effie
Vaughn, Margaret Taylor,
Halene Visher, Barletta










• Kay Vasseur, pictured at Dakota Feed and Grain wishes
all of you a happy and props perous New Year. However
• Kay says before New Years Day there should be a gala •
New Years Eve. She invites you to join her for a shopping



















THE ACES®IRA G CORN JR
"The mind his its own
logic, but does not often let
others in on it." -- Bernard
A. DeVoto.
Top declarers also have
their own logic, which often
goes unseen. In the play of
today's challenger, declar-
er's logic will be made clear
and we can all tune in on his
secrets.
West leads the king of
spades, which dummy wins
With two unavoidable heart
losers, it seems that declar-
er must win finesses in both
minor suits to make his
contract.
As we can see, if declarer
takes an immediate finesse
in trumps, he will lose the
singleton king and the game
will automatically go one
down. The answer is to drop
the singleton king, but how
does South know to go
against the odds of taking a
finesse?
The answer lies in the bid-
ding and opening lead
West's lead of the spade
king promised the queen
and possibly the jack. Had
West held both top honors in
hearts, he probably would
have led a heart, if for no
other reason than-to look at
dummy.
Declarer therefore
assumes the heart honors to
be split. And since East hat
passed the opening bid of
one spade, it was unlikely
that East would .have a top
heart honor and another
king. -
Logic over, declarer wins
dummy's spade ace and
leads a club to his ace, drop-
ping the singleton king. The
diamond finesse also wins
and the defenders get only
two heart tricks.
Pick off a singleton king
behind you? Sometimes it's
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I Patty I, Rt, 8 Bx. 620, Murray,
Rogers, Baby Boy Joyce'.
D4, Fox Meadows. Murra.
Underhill, Baby Girl tMelva
Bx. 142, Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy J. Brittain an 1
Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Bx. 435.
Murray, Mrs. Starlyno
Forrester and Baby Boy, lit
1. Farmington, Valerie
Edwards, Rt. 5 Bx. 354.
Murray, Mrs. Mildred
Kinsey, 102 N. Main, Benton.
Harold M. Shoemaker. P
Bx. -468, Murray, Mrs.
Madeline Parker, • 1629
Catalina, Murray, Mrs. Janitt
F. Cathey, Rt. 2 B. 78.
Murray, Camon.E. Baker. Rt
5 Bx. 360, Murray. Mrs. Jaw
E. Stone, Rt. 8 Bx. 20, Murray
Mrs. Billie J. Shelton, Rt 2.
Hazel, Robert J. Galbreath,
1601 College Farm Rd.
Murray, Kenneth D. Duncan.
Rt. 3 Bx. 228, Murray, Mrs
Alisa A. Buckingham. 422 S
9th, Murray, Mrs. Aida K
Austin, Rt. 2 Bx. 108, Purs ear.
Tenn., Mrs. Jane E. Harris.
Rt. 9, Benton, Gayla I.
Binkley, Rt. 8 fix. 1140.
Murray', Mrs. Deborah .1
Adams, 302 W. Fuller
Mayfield, James D. Owen, lit
1, Dexter, Mrs. Christine Kt..
205 N. 10th, Murray, Julia II
Sams, 1702 Plainvicli
Murray, Mrs. Marger
Ahart, 810 Sha Wa Ci•
Murray, Charles T. Valent,I,,
Rt. I, _fiazelr Mrs. Mablc
Creed,iit. 1, Bx. 183A, Dexter.
Mrs. Jewell W. Phelps, Rt.
Bx. 206, Murray, Mrs. Agri-,
E. Summers, 'it. 6 Bx "
Murray, Mrs. Christine
-Coklow, 401 N. ('herr:,
Murray, Harold Reed, 569
Shelton, Detroit, Mn h.
Harvey L. Cherry, Rt 8.
Murray, Robert R. Flood. 81.
Hurt, Murray, Hassell Shelton
I expired), 511 S. 6th, MurraI
Its The Most!
The hardest known




dum, but diamonds are 90
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4K
South North
1 • 2 V
ANSWER: Three-diamonds.
A new suit at the three level
forces to game. Support
hearts at the next turn and
North will know that South
holds a good hand and no
more than one club.
_
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P 0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
Copyright 1979
('ruled Feature Syndicate. In,
Two Special Events Are lield In
Honor Of Mrs. Anthony Thompson
Mrs. Anthony V. Thompson,
the former Krista Kennedy,
was honored with two more
events prior to her wedding on
Nov. 24.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Will I). Thornton was the
scene of the bridesmaids
luncheon held Nov. 23 with
Mr,. Thornton and Mrs. Sheri
Wright as hostesses.
The table was set with a fall
nut wreath centered with a
hurricane lamp and candle.
Individual wooden candle
holders and candles marked
each table setting. _
Honored guests were Mrs.
Trina Cooper, Mis Kendall
Hoffman, Miss Beeverly
Parker, Mrs. Keith Kennedy,
mother of the honoree, and
Mrs. David Thompson,
mother-in-law of the honoree.
Following the luncheon,- the
honoree was presented with a
crystal candle shade and
scented candle by Mrs.
Thornton.
Mrs. James W. Parker and
her daughter, Miss Beverly
Parker, entertained with a
brunch at the Parker home on
the Lynn Grove Road on the Keith K enn••,1 , and he I
da.v of the wedding. mother -in-low . Mrs David
wef.r:aech of the serving tables l'hompsiiii. wit) corsages it
mums. Places were set for 20 illirnleis:siited Mrs. Thom psi iii
centered
arrangements of fall colored hostesses
guests. with a Fannie Fanner ,uook-
Mrs. Parker presented the book and an omelet pan as a
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3 OFF8 Fashion Boots
,
Lacrosse
Overshoes Boys 8 Men's
4 Buckle & 5 Buckle Levi, Wrangler
Insulated & Non Insulated 8 Lee 
1
Work or Western Price
1/, Jeans4 OFF
All Redwing Large SelectionDenim 8 Khaki
*Work Shoes & Boots
*Insulated
*Lineman Boots Jackets
*Ladies 8 Men's Hiking Shoes
'/'2yft0 OFF PRICE











All 1 Entire Wall
Men's, Women's 8 Children's
Moccosins Clothes
1/2 PRICE Less 1/12 PRICE
Vernon's
Western Store ,





"We Dress People and Horses" '
Shoe and Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services :










The greatest story ever told
was heard 2,000 years ago by a
few lowly shepherds guarding
their sheep at night on the hills
of Bethlehem.
Using only 58 words, an angel
brought an expression of love
from the Creator of the
universe and also announced
the birth of the long awaited
Messiah who would give the
world another chance.
"Fear not; for behold I bring
you good tidings of great joy,
which shall be to all people. For
unto you is born this day in the
city of David a Savior which is
Christ the Lord. And thisIshall
be a sign unto you; Ye shall find
the Babe wrapped in swaddling
clothes, lying in a manger."
The bearer of glad tidings
was joined by a host of other
angels who chanted -Glory to
God in the highest and on earth
peace, good will toward men,"
according to the Gospel writer
Luke.
During the 20 centuries since
the angels and the Bethlehem
Star heralded the arrival of the
Prince of Peace, countless
changes have occurred around
the earth. Subsequent Caesars,
Napoleon, Genghis Kahn,
Hitler and other exploiters of
human beings left legacies of
hate, hunger and despair. Pon-
tius Pilate, the Roman gover-
nor of Judea, is remembered in
infamy for authorizing the
crucifixion of Jesus of
Nazareth.
The bright star which guided
the wise men from the east to
worship the Christ Child would
today be accompanied by 4,586
man-made objects moving in
outer space. Since 1957 when
Sputnik startled the world,
6,944 objects have been propell-
ed into space. There are
changes everywhere every day
and the current population of
the United States is nearly four
times that of the old Roman
Empire.
Outwardly, at least,
Bethlehem today is little more
than an ancient tourist attrac-
tion on a rocky, barren site.
There are, however, a few
convictions and customs which
abide, defying time, evolution
and revolutions of this fast-
Paced and frenzied age.
The 58-word announcement
of the humble birth of the
Savior of Man is still the heart
of Christmas. This message
can not be changed nor shoule
it be forgotten despite
multitudinous materialistic
distractions and crass commer-
cialization. The story of the
birth of Jesus has stood the test
of time and still holds more
meaning than any other event
in recorded history.
It seems proper to celebrate
the birth of the Prince of Peace
who came to teach mankind
how to live peaceably together
and how to attain eternal life.
Not only the shepherds and
wise men but even the angels of
heaven celebrated the first
Christmas.
It is natural and reverent to
commemorate the beginning of
the emancipation of humankind
marked by the Redeemer's ar-
rival on this planet. For with
His birth, the world began to
learn the nature of real com-
passion and true freedom
which are inextricably entwin-
ed.
Carols, gaiety, twinkling
lights and gifts are appropriate
when regarded as expressions
of love, of reverence and of
gratitude for the first
Christmas Gift. Because
without Christ, there is really
no Christmas. Our children's
lovable Santa should not sup-
plant our Savior nor should the
ft
holiness of the season by
submerged beneath holly and
tinsel, lest we permit outward
merriment to make a mockery
of the angel's message, "Unto
you is born a Savior."
No literature in the world can
compare with the simple story
of the nativity with its
reference to the magi, the
lyrical song of angels and the
world-changing event which oc-
curred in and around the
manger.
We need to recover a sense of
wonder and gratitude over the
magnitude of a gift of spiritual
treasure and be ever mindful
that Christmas is a beginning -
not an end. The lessons of com-
passion taught by the loving,
suffering Servant of the
universe became the basis of
the ethical ideals of western
civilization and the major laws
of our nation.
So long as love is the catalyst
of our celebration, the season
can stir our souls, renew our
hopes, gladden our hearts and
illuminate the road to peace
and goodwill about which the
angels sang.
Ever new, ever hallowed, the
spirit of Christmas is eternal
and will continue to point the
way to everlasting life - and fill
with love, faith and joy the
hearts of billions yet unborn.
May the carols sung by the
angel chorus over the hills of
Bethlehem ring in your heart
and bring enchantment into
your home throughout the
season.
'MARTINE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered hi these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have heard a lot










By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
•-••
Copyright, 1971
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The incident of the college mass meeting and subsequent
cott of publications under the direction of the writer reallv had a
devastating effect upon the financial success of the -West Ken-
tuckian" as well as the future "Murray Democrat." .•1nv conspiracs
to boycott a publication in restraint of trade is a federal offcnse
against the laws of this nation. Understandably, the perpetrators
of the boycott were as silent as five blind mice, hut similar to all
unholy retributions, justice will prevail provide ample time is given
for the pendulum to swing. But who would be so bold as to predict
it would take more than 20 years to resolve a boycott. Not that the
college president's mass meeting is held accountable for the lengths
duration, but the fact that another boycott was instituted about the
same time prompts the writer to insert the resolution of the mvstet
at this time in the hectic newspaper history of Callowav Counts.
Back in the good old days, prominent business and professional
people of Murray had an acknowledged super-presence within the
city council. In the weekly reporting of events at the town meetings.
reference was made to "councilmanic action," "councilmanic resolu-
tions" and "councilmanic ordinances," as was a routine reporter's
style of writing. Five of Murray most liberal advertisers, members
of the city council at one time or another, shunned the columns of
our newspapers as if they were plagues upon the tranquility of
the community for the next two score years or longer. It was not
an understandable -natural happening for every effort was made to
do more than a fair share in every worthwhile civic undertaking.
One rainy Sunday morning, at the corner of North 4th and Main
streets, one of the long-standing boycotters was engaged in pleasant
conversation and at a convenient opening an inquiry was made why
the good man never made use of the little newspaper to advertise
his merchandise. The impromptu question triggered a surge of
anger. lie responded he would "Never, never place an ad in a
newspaper in which he had been called a "maniac." Momentarily
bracing, anticipating getting punched through a plate glass window
in case he made a swing, this reply was made: "Never In a lifetime
had such a statement been printed in our publications for such a
remark would be ridiculous and subject the wrqer to a libel suit in
court." The red-faced man roared back the names of the four other
prominent business folks who would agree with him that the offense
had been committed hundreds of time during the life of the papers.
finally pin-pointing the sad error of two score years in which the
editor had constantly referred to every action of the council as
"councilmaniacs." Embarrassed for the gentleman, the explanation
was made that a slight difference existed betwen a "councilmanic
action" and a "council maniac" interpretation. Ile stoutly refused to
believe the explanation, or an apology in his behalf for the misun-
derstanding. Although the boycott was maintained, in part. for
several additional years thereafter, every member of the group,
except one, departed the streets of Murray as a personal friend of this
story teller.
To Be Connived
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been contradiction and pro and con.
Can you give me some information
about generic drugs? What exactly are
they? Can they be safely substituted for
brand name drugs, and can you save
much by buying generic drugs? — R.W.
Acetylsalicylic acid is a long, com-
plicated chemical name for a drug that
relieves headaches; aspirin is the
generic name, non-trademarked name,
of the drug; Bayer, for example, is a
brand name version of the drug.
The same idea applies to prescription
drugs — they sometimes have generic
names that are long and difficult to
remember, so most manufacturers
give them shorter brand names. Some
drugs are available under the generic
name as well as one or more brand
names. Others are available only under
a brand name.
Your doctor or pharmacist can tell
you whether your medicines can be
bought under their generic names at a
lower cost. In most cases, generic
drugs can be safely substituted for
brand name drugs.
The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), which has the responsibility of
regulating the safety, effectiveness and
quality of all drugs in this country, is
devoting substantial resources to
assure the therapeutic and qualitative
equivalence to brand name drugs of
generic drugs which might be sub-
stituted.
With certain drugs, it is not advisable
to substitute one product for another,
because there are therapeutic dif-
ferences in the way the drug is ab-
sorbed into the blood stream. The FDA
has identified these drugs and is
working to assure that state laws which
permit substitution take into account
these relatively few cases where
Letter To The Editor
substitution is not advisable.
The FDA has prepared a list of safe,
effective and therapeutically
equivalent generic drugs which can be
safely substituted. Your doctor and
pharmacist are aware of which drugs
can be substituted, so ask about that
when you get your prescription. The
money you can save by buying generic
drugs may be considerable, as much as
50 percent of your drug cost.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me the
difference between skilled nursing
facilities and intermediate care
facilities? — H.S.
Normally, skilled nursing facilities
are nursing homes that are meant to
provide intensive professional care for
older persons or persons recovering
from a stay in the hospital who still
need continuing medical supervision.
They are supervised by a medical
director, and medical services include
regular physician visits to patients
(every 30 days and never less than 60
days), round-the-clock skilled nursing
and dietary supervision, diagnosis and
pharmaceutical services, dental care,
recreation and social service. For those
who need it, services related to
podiatry, optometry, audiology, as well
as physical, occupational and speech
therapy, are provided. Hospitals or
other health facilities usually offer
rehabilitation services.
Intermediate care facilities are
primarily for the patient who needs less
intensive nursing help with routine
personal needs such as eating, dressing
and walking. The patient is under the
complete medical supervision of his
own doctor. These facilities must also
have at least one licensed nurse
supervising the day shift seven days a
week.
Dear Editor:
The Commonwealth of Kentucky is
now only one of two states in the nation
in which a Sheriff cannot fucceed
himself afer serving a four ye r term.
Recently, Tennessee changed their
constitution to allow a Sheriff to run for
re-election as often as he desires.
With the election of John Y. Brown,
Jr. as Governor, the Sheriffs of Ken-
tucky feel that we now have the op-
portunity to rid the state of this archaic
law that was written in the late 1800's.
Gov. Brown recently sent a letter to
the past president of the Kentucky
Sheriffs Association, Harold Taylor of
Daviess County. He stated in his letter
that he intends to help the Kentucky '
Sheriffs with their endeavor to change
the constitution in the general
assembly. He also said he would
strongly encourage voters to vote
positive to abolish this law.
Sheriffs all over Kentucky have been
treated as second class citizens in that
they cannot even serve as a deputy in
he Sheriffs office after they have
completed their four year term. No
responsibile person would accept
employment for only four years, as
Sheriffs' in Kentucky have been forced
to do.
There are many reasons why a
Sheriff should be allowed to succeed
himself. The following list shows only a
few.
1. It would help retain a more
professional law enforcement official.
Many Sheriffs get degree's and cer-
tificates in law enforcement and this is
wasted when they are tossed out of
office after their four years is up.
2. The Kentucky Sheriffs Boys and
Girls Ranch is a valuable asset to the
state and it is helped immensely by
Sheriffs who have the knowledge of
what has transpired at the ranch. It
takes valuable time to educate and
train new Sheriffs about the many
duties at the Boys and Girls Ranch.
3. Total chaos approaches at the end
of each Sheriffs term when he and his
deputies realize they are going out of
office. In all too many cases a totally
new and uninformed person is elected
as the county sheriff. It takes a lot of
time and effort to educate a new sheriff
and when they finally become fully
educated it is time to elect someone
new.
Deputies also deserve to have
security. There should be some type of
merit system which would protect their
jobs as well as the Sheriffs'.
Kentucky Sheriffs are halfway
through their term this year, and the
majority of them are doing fine work
and deserve to seek re-election. If they
haven't done good work, the public
would vote them out of office anyway.
Many residents of each county ask
Sheriffs' and Deputies for help in their
elected tenure. Included residents are
the Governor, Lieut. Gov., U.S.
Senators, U.S. Representatives, State
Senators and State Representatives.
The good ole Sheriff usually comes
through for them time and time again.
There have been many promises made
to the Sheriffs Department and the
Kentucky Sheriff Assocition by highly
elected officials in the past. Many of
these promises were never kept.
However, with our new governor, who
has the desire to make positive
changes, we have a fighting chance.
The Sheriffs all over the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky are now asking
for help from all eleced officials and
voters to help accomplish this goal with
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The twin-engined Piper Conunanche,
owned and piloted by Toy Lenning, 56,
of Murray, apparently crashed only a
few minutes out of the airport at
Crossville, Tenn., yesterday. A search
for Lenning is now being made in the
area.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Annie
Adams, 88, and Frank P. Daniels, 76.
Fire Chief Flavll Robertson was on
duty this morning, but the eight
firemen for this 24 hours' shift all
reported that they were sick this
morning.
Mrs. Roy (Glenda) Smith was
presented the award of Ideal Sorority
Sister by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
of the Woodmen of the World. The
presentation was made by Mrs. Max
(Carolyn) Parks, 1968 Ideal Sorority
Sister.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
Robert Mitchum and George Kennedy
in "Good Guys and The Bad Guys."
20 Years Ago
The Murray City Council held the
second reading of the ordinance which
declares that the city of Murray has
annexed the large portion of the built up
area to the south of the tity.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bonnie
Story, 67.
Janice Wilkinson is president and
Danny Dunn is vice president of the
Faxon Senior 4-H Club.
Births reported at the Murray
- Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Grogan, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Towery, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin McClain.
Fred L. Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Greene 0. Wilson of Murray, is a
student at the University of Kansas at
Lawrence.
Mrs. Leon Adams and Mrs. Ronald
Adams presented the lessons at the
meeting of the New Concord
Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. C. C. Weatherford.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
Dog's Best Friend" starring Bill
30 Years Ago
Robert Glin Jeffrey scored 44 points
for Murray High School in its basket-
ball game against Salem High. This
was a new record for Murray High and
shattered the old mark of 42 points set
by Jeffrey's father, Glin Jeffrey, back
in 1926.
Deaths reported include Joe Pat
Montgomery, five weeks.
isiew officers of the Murray Camp of
Woodmen of the World are Stub Wilson,
Burman Parker, Grayson McClure,
Wilson Hughes, Gaylon Thurman, Jr.,
Verble Taylor, Ray Sinclair, Waylon
Rayburn, Roy Chandler, and W. B.
Moser.
Directing the Christmas musical
program presented at Hazel High
School were Mrs. Robert Gass and Miss
Jackie Ellis. The event was sponsored
by the -Hazel Parent-Teacher
Association. t •
Mrs. James Puckett was honored at a
birthday dinner held Dec. 17 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Shoemaker.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Tall In the Saddle" starring John
Wayne and Ella Rainivi.
Bible Thought
Wherefore God also bath highly
esalted him, and given him a name
isyhidi is above every name . That at
the name of lesus every knee should
bow . Philippians 2:9-10
iiN vi,hat
rIV, i,, h,trri.r1 So' gt)Inv, !I, he
,sherl 11.•,i1, mile,
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today Is Monday, Dec. 24, the 358th
day of 1979. There are seven days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 24, 1814, the United States
and Britain signed the treaty of Ghent,
ending the war of 1812.
On this date:
In 1800, officials in Paris uncovered a
plot to assassinate Napoleon
Bonaparte.
In 1866, some residents of Pulaski,
Tenn., organized a secret order and
decided to call it the Ku Klux Klan.
In 1943, President Franklin Roosevelt
announced that General Dwight
Eisenhower would command the Allied
invasion of Europe.
In 1968, the world got its first outer
space Christmas greeting, as the ttree-
man crew of Apollo VIII, in lunar orbit,
sent back a prayer for peace on Earth.
Ten years ago: An Arab sununit
meeting was concluded in Rabat,
Morocco.
Five years ago: A more and more
common occurance characterized the
Midnight mass in Bethlehem, Israel —
close security searches of everyone,
Including the pilgrims.
One year ago: The foreign ministers
of Israel and Egypt foreign ministers
met with Secretary of State Vance in an
effort to renew the momentum in the
Mideast peace talks.
Today's Birthdays: Choreographer
Robert Joffrey is 49. Baseball player
Frank Taveras ta 29.
Thought For Today: It is when the
holiday is over that we begin to enjoy It
— A.G. Gardiner (11185-1946)







































































































u to the IIJ o
And when they were come
into the house, they saw the
young child with Mary, His mother, and
fell down, and worshipped Him:
and when they had opened
their treasures, they presented
unto Him gifts; gold, and
frankincense, and myrrh.
Matthew 2:11
We too exult in the divine miracle of the
lolv Birth and hope the gifts of its eternal
message of Love, Faith and Hope are your-
Walter L. Appel son, Publisher































now and forever. At this time of joy .and
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Beauty Of Forests May
Not Be Just Skin Deep
The beauty of a forest ma)
only be skin deep.
Not seen in the panoramic
view of thousands of trees
from a lookout point, or
sometimes even in a close
encounter with trees along a
hiking trail, are trees in
trouble.
Trees can appear beautiful.
explains the Southern Forest
Products Association 1SF PA ,
but can be in big trouble
because they are being
crowded out by nearby trees
or have just been attacked by
insects or disease.
It takes the trained eye of a
forester in many cases to spot
a tree in trouble and prescribe
a treatment that will lead to
recovery. Along the forest
management treatments he
may recommend is something
called TSI.
TSI is a catch-all term that
stands for Timber Stand
Improvement.
It includes those forest
management practices aimed
at improving the vigor,
stocking, composition,
productivity and quality of
timber stands. It can convert
a scraggly group of trees into
a dynamic, working forest,
SF PA says.
TSI measures include:
release or liberation of
vigorous young crop trees for
faster growth and better
quality by removing over-
topping trees, identit ication of
trees for sanitation cutting to
remove those infested with
insects or disease; and
thinning to relieve over-
crowding from competing
trees, thus increasing the
growth rate of crop trees left
standing.
It is a common truth, SFPA
notes, that an untended
garden seldom produces a
bumper crop of vegetables. So
applying TSI measures can
greatly boost timber
production from a forest.
And ensure that its beauty is
more than skin deep.
Time Running Out
For Heirs
Time is quickly ticking
away for the American
tradition of handing down
property, to heirs, while many
members of Congress are
working feverishly to defuse
this potential timebomb.
Unless repealed by January
1, 1980, the Carryover Basis
Rule will be detonated,
causing great increases in the
Federal taxes on inherited
property once it is sold. The
result will be that much more
of a person's assets, often
attained during a lifetime of
work, will go not to heirs but to
the U.S. Treasury.
The U.S. Senate over-
whelmingly passed repeal





The way we see it.. .you're not just our
customers.. .you're our friends. We know how irn-
portant your farm is to you.. and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs.. .loans, management, or just a bit of
sound advice. Let's talk.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
but since repeal is attached to
the Windfall Profits Bill, it is
questionable whether
Congress will be able to stop
implementation of the
Carryover Basis Rule in time.
The tax has remained an
obscure change in the capital
gains law since it snuck
through Congress as a very
complex part of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976. Last year,
realizing the mistake.
Congress voted to delay im-
plementation of the tax until
January 1,1980.
As that date nears, op-
ponents of -carryover" are
getting more anxious about
the possibility that it will be
allowed to go into effect, since
the Windfall Profits Bill is
finding rough going as it
channels its way through
Congress. The chances of that
massive legislation clearing
Congress this year are getting
slimmer by the day, and if
Windfall doesn't make it
through, neither will
carryover repeal.
- There is a broad range of
support for repeal. Farmers
and tree farmers, small
businessmen, realtors.
bankers and accountants are
all part of the opposition to the
carryover basis rule, since
they realize that the law will
force many people who have
inherited property to sell off
more of that property than is
prudent..
The law itself does not cause
the selling of inherited
property, but since many
heirs are forced to sell
property in order to pay high
inheritance taxes, they will be
subject to the confiscatory
carryover basis rule.
What this tax provision calls
for is a change in the way
capital gains are figured on
inherited property once it is
sold. Instead of taking the day
of inheritance as the base, the
new law requires that the
heirs use the date the property
was first acquired as the base.
Since capital gai ns taxes are
paid on the increised value of
the property betv.e1ri the base
date and the date it is sold, this
obscure law means a great
deal.
For instance, in the case of
land that has been in a family
for generations, the original
price of that land may have
been very small, but over the
years its value may have
ballooned because of inflation
and the use of land around it.
Figuring the increase from
the original date means
capital gains taxes must be
paid on a great increase in
value; but under the presently
applied law, the taxes are paid
only on the difference in value
between the date of the
present owner's inheritance
and the date it is sold.
The Federal Government
and other levels of govern-
ment often get a large share of
the heir's property because of
inheritance taxes, which can
be a very' high percentage of
the value. -
RECAST
REPRESENTATIVES from Murray High and Calloway County High Schools were
among the 479 young adults and adults who attended the first annual Southeast Regional
Youth Advisory Council to School Food Services Conference held Dec. 6 to 8 at Gatlinburg,
Tenn. Nine states were represented. Speakers included Don Hutson, president of Saks
Education Institute, Inc.; Dr. Nancy 13eIck, dean of the College of Home Economics at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Marshall Matz, special council to the U. S. Senate Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry; Dr. Mary Hughes, director of Public Health
Education for the National Foundation March of Dimes; Audrey Tittle Cross, Nutrition
Policy Coordinator for the Office of the Secretary of USDA, Washington; Anlie Belle Cle-
ment O'Brien, Tennessee State Senator from the 12th District. Attending were, left to right,
back row, Glinda Jeffrey. advisor, Murray High, Louis Zimmerman, Calloway High, Joan-
na Adams, advisor, Calloway High, front row, Todd Mills and Judy Outland, Murray High.
2nd Monica Brown. Callosv ay High
HEALTH
May not be gallbladder attack
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm
interested in knowing more
about the gallbladder and
gallbladder attacks. What is
the function of the gallblad-
der? What are the symptoms
of a gallbladder attack' Does
such an attack mean there are
gallstones in the bladder' If
an attack occurs in the "dead
of the night," what can you do
for yourself? If gallstones are
present. does this require
surgery' If you have an
attack. Is it possible to never
have another one"
DEAR READER — Even
though gallbladder operations
are common, many people ch.,
not know what the gallbladder
is and how it can cause trou•
ble.
The gallbladder is simply a
storage reservoir Bile from
the liver flows down the bile
duct and backs up into the
gallbladder Bile is stored in
the gallbladder as It's beinc
formed. Then when you eat a
fatty meal, the gallbladder
contracts and squirts all that
bile down the rest of the bile
duct into the small intestine
The gallbladder can be
infected In that case it
behaves like an acute appen-
dix except the location of the
pain is usually in the upper
abdomen just under the edge
of the ribs on the right side It
can also rupture just as an
inflamed appendix can.
Of course, the gallbladder
can develop stones. If they're
small enough. they can start
down the bile duct and lodge
in it. They'll cause severe pain
from the movement of the
stone itself just the same as
you can have pain from a kid-
ney stone when it's moving to
the bladder.
You can have large stones
in the gallbladder that are not
about to be dislodged and may
not produce any symptoms at
all. So you can have a varlets.
of pain associated with
gallbladder disease, from that
of the severe pain associated
with the movement of the
stone to that of an inflamed
gallbladder. Of course, you
can have stones in the
gallbladder and have an
inflammation at the same
time.
If you pass a gallstone into
the intestine and there are no
other stones present. it's con-
ceivable that you might not
have another attack I'm send-
ing you The Health Letter
number 4-9. Gallstones And
Gallbladder Disease, to give
you more information on
gallbladder problems Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long.
stamped. self-addressed enve-
lope for it Send your request
to me, in care of this newspa-
per. P.O. Box 1551. Radio City
Wool Deadline Set
For Jan. 31, 1980
The 1979 wool marketing
year ends December 31.
Growers have a month or until
January 31, 1980 to apply for
payments on wool, unshorn
lambs and mohair. Each
grower is encouraged to apply
as soon as he completes his
last sale of the year.
Data from all timely filed
applications will be included
in determining the national
average price of wool and
whether or not payments will
be required to bring the far-
mer's returns up to the sup-
port price. Payments will be
made in April if payments are
required.
Farmers who have not filed
should bring their bills to the
County ASCS Office at their
first opportunity.
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Not everyone agrees that
the presence of gallstones
alone means that you should
have gallbladder surgery An
older person who may have
other medical problems might
not be a candidate for such
surgery A younger person.
otherwise in good health,
might be well advised to have
the gallbladder and its stone
removed because of the fre-
quent associated disease that
can develop in the course of
time
Now about that attack in
the dead of the night The
symptoms are sufficiently
varied that you probably
would have trouble making a
definite diagnosis yourself
anyway If you have severe
pain in the belly at any time,
you should seek medical
assistance- rather than trying
to make a diagnosis and treat-
ing yourself That kind of pain
can be associated with a lot of
different problems. rrrany of
which require immediate
attention. So either call your
doctor or go to an emergency
MOM
Ky. 4-H Members Honored
51ic%
Pace
Sandie Muys, IS, itt (ill-
-4setitsv tile. atitt
.0 I a Center, have been named
state in inners tor their 4 11
food sohserv anon and saltily
and veterinary
v„ ,..n a trip to the
sNth National 4-II Congress
or ChiLago Nov 5-jo PaLe
rei...eived a Ss0 S savings
bond and is eligible tor J Chr-
,ago trip in seitional
As a part ot her winning
'.s on., in lucid conservat Con
,ind safety, s has cannel
Ind t, tett truits and vegeta-
He.. prepared tellies. dried
'pries, peppers. parsley and
mint . and gross!) much iit the
produ,e herselt.
I he \I.irshJ4 I ounty 4-11-
'er serves .1 tumor leader
itnit has demonstrated food
,,n,cr‘.1t1011 leChrliqUeS to
members She has
.e% en shampionships tor
her hi iine-San n mg
III:: mg the hohd.0 season.
she Jrhi other 411 members
base prepared food ts,,,k e ri,
and fruit gifts lor the elder-
!), I he daughter it Mr and
Sirs Jerry \lily.. she still trav-
el to the I "tigress as gl1C1i it
Rey ni Metals Company
l'as.e. the vet erlfhir s51-
5.11,C 11111Cf 15 .1 high `o..hi/01
so1rilki111,1IC and the daughter
ot 51, 411,1 Sirs 1.1111C1 PJ,C
She has heen 4-11er tor
•C1.CI) 0,11s .111‘1 has been -
live in the veterinary
C 1`1,,Cf.U11 11,1
FESTIVE AND FLAVORFUL BAUD IIAM is ideal
choice for hearty harvest menu. 
years
During that tune, she ha,,
ohserv ed and assisted her lo
cal veterinarian in several tip
eratiori. 111¼' Ballard County
4-II'er iNgen v.prize-t1111111r
L4.111011. rat tons on 411111141
health and disease, ionducted
veterinary tours, distributed
tamphlets about rabies, and
issisted younger 4-fl'ere,
•rving a\ a rumor leader
Iler bond was donated hy
he r moll!) Company
N11111CiN NCR* SCICk.ted 1/.!,
Iho oi,peralivc XICIIMMI
,cm.e, and J111,41.1.11 1ACiC
National oun-
II
-Shim( 10 Kent uk.ky 4
members have earned state




To make those special oc
easions—be they the fall and
winter holidays, birthdays or
anniversaries—even more
memorable, celebrate- them in
style with an elegant French
ed pork loin roast. The pnncc
of pork roasts is especially
festive when the ends of the
rib bones are decorated with
,vaper frills.
The Frenched roast is ac
tually a pork loin roast that
has been given special attcn
tion by the meat retailer, ex
plants the National Live Stock
and Meat Board. The meat
has been cut away from the
ends of the nh bones, leaving
the tips exposed. .Y9 _ also
want to ask the ret.ikr to
loosen the chine bone for
easier carving by sawing a
crms the rib bones.
Frenched Pork Loin Roasts
I or 2 center pork loin
roasts, Frenched (3 to
5 pounds each)
8 to 16 paper frills
Place roast or roasts, fat
side up, on a rack in an open
roasting pan. Insert roast meat
thermometer so the bulb is
centered in the thicket part.
Make certain bulb does not
rest in fat or on bone. Do
not add water. Do not cover
Roast in a slow oven 325 F)
to 165*F. Roast should rise
to 170*F. while standing 15
to 20 minutes before carving
Allow approximately 2 to 3
hours (30 to 35 minutes per
pound) for roasting. Remove
back bone by running carv
ing knife along the edge of

















Balance you expenses with your income.




Fancy Fail, Ky. — Ph. 623-6392
Hours: Mon. — Fri. 7:04 — 5:00 p.m.
IF YOU PAY NOW
1. Hutson's Ag. Service will guarantee NO price increase
to date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper price.
3. If fertilizer is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refund money ormeet the price.
HuTsoNs Ag. SERVICE INC
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Racers Disappointed, Not Discouraged
Sports
Coach Comments On Road Trip
•• We're disappointed but far
from being discouraged,"
Murray State coach Ron
Greene said following the
Racers' return from a two-
game road trip that saw MSU
lose both games by a total of
three points. The comment
came on "The Ron Greene
Show" on WPSD-TV Sunday
night.
The Racers were held back
by the University of Texas,
now 6-1, Saturday night after
closing to within one point 164-
63 ) with just over a minute to
play and deciding to play for
one shot to win the game. The
ploy failed and Texas dropped
a free throw to make the final
score 65-63.
WPSD sportscaster Frank
Morock asked Greene about
"a lot of second-guessing" on
the Racers' slow-down tactics
during games this season.
ys or Greene said there would
MOM always be . second-guessing
"as long as we have fans in the
stands."
We tell our players they are
"king with the ball," the MSU
coach said. "Unfortunately it
hasn't worked out."
Greene indicated that if he
had the game to play over
again he'd use the same
tactics and that he probably
would use the stall again in the
future.
The Racer coach predicted
his team would be ready by
the time the Ohio Valley
Conference schedule opens i
He said the Memphis State a
72-71 loss Thursday) and




Murray's record to 5-3 on the
season with all three defeats
coming on the road by a
combined total of only five
points.
Greene pointed out that the
University of Texas, coached
by Abe Lemons, has a current
multiple-season record of 35-
With the exception of the
early minutes Saturday, the
Racers led Texas the entire
first half until the Longhorns
tied the game at 35-35 just
before the period ended.
Murray's lead stretched to as
many as nine points mid-way
through the period.
But the tables were turned
during the second half as
Texas scored less than half a
minute into the period and the
Racers were unable to regain
the lead the rest of the night.
With only ten seconds
remaining, Murray State tried
to bring the ball in-bounds.
But George Turner deflected
the ball across the mid-court
line and the officials ruled
"over-and-back" against the
Racers, giving the ball to
Texas with only six seconds
left.
rench-






































Dan w o led dli
s with ints, tas
with tw econds kft
and made his first free thro..,
He missed the second a t tenipt,
however, and Gary Hooker
grabbed the rebound fir
Murray State, hurling it the
length of the floor where it
glanced off the backboard as
the buzzer sounded.
Mont Sleets led all Murray
scorers with 19 points. Hooker
contributed 16 points and
pulled down 11 rebounds while
Kenney Hammonds added 10
points and grabbed nine
rebounds. Glen Green and
Michael 13ates each grabbed
seven rebounds as the Racers
outdistanced the taller Texas
team in rebounding 39-36.
The Texans had 20 attempts
from the free throw line,
sinking 13 of them (65 percent
while Murray only went to the
stripe seven times, hitting
five, for 71.4 percent..
Murray hit 29 of 46 field goal
attempts for a 44.6 percent
average while Texas hit 26 of
56 for a 46.4 percent average.
Murray's next game will be
at home Jan. 3 against
Missouri-St. Louis. The game
will get underway at 7:30 p.m.
in Racer Arena.
MURRAY STATE
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
Hooker . . 7 10 2 2 11 4 16
Hatittnonds 5 11 0 0 9 5 10
t;reen  3 6 0 0 7 3 6
Sleets  8 15 3 4 0419
Smith  4 14 0 0 3 2 8
Harris  1 5 0 0 0 0 2
Mann  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Boyd  0 0 0 1 1 0 0
TOTALS 38 ss 5 7 38 21 63
TEXAS
fg fga ft Eta reb pf tp
Battle  3 6 3 4 2 5 9
Baxter ... 5 9 0 1 9 3 10
Oank.s  9 17 5 7 2123
Thompson  3 9 2 3 15 4 8
Johnson  1 4 1 6 5 1 6
Turner   3 5 0 1 1 0 6
Montgomery 5 12 2 2 4 1 12
TOTALS 
Halftime:
Teehnieals: Texas bench. Attendance:
9.619. Murray's next game: Thursday,
Jan. 3, ss. Missouri-St. Louis at Rarer
Arena. 7:30 p.m.
. .
26 5113 20 31 10 65
Murray 35, Texas 35.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
FILLIES - The Fillies, Murray State University's pom-pon dance squad will be
entertaining crowds at the haltimes of several Racer basketball games during the
1979-80 season. The squad, funded by the school's athletic department was
organized last season under the leadership of Susan Durham with assistance
from Rhonda Simmons Durham. A three-day workshop was held early this fall
and squad tryouts concluded the workshop. Three judges selected the girls.
Members include (from left, front row) Lori Hullinger Shelia Drake Terri
Goodner, , Janet Lester, Suzanne Suggs, Anita Sparks, Melissa Baldwin and Lynn
Beste. (Second row) Julie Beste Deo Blickenstaff Gina Francies Kathy Hill,
Sherri Skelton and Shelia Adams. (Third row) Rhonda Simmons Durham student
advisor, Kim Cross, Jeannie Johnson and Susan Durham, cnptoin. Not pictured is
Jennifer Ellis.
Three Key Oilers Hurt But Broncos Feel All Pain
. HOUSTON AP) — The
Houston Oilers had three key
players on their injury list
today, but a superlative Oiler
defensive performance in a 13-
7 victory Sunday left the
Denver Broncos feeling all the
pain.
After quarterback Dan
Pastorini, running back Earl
Campbell and wide receiver
Ken Burrough were forced
from the game with groin
injuries, the Oiler defense
literally sacked up the
National Football League's
first-round victory in an
emotional fourth quarter.
Houston dropped Denver
quarterback Craig Mortqn six
times for 47 yards in:losses,
and in the fourth period
backed the Broncos into a
missed field goal try, in-
tercepted a pass by Morton
and batted down a pass in the
end zone with 1:42 to play.
The victory advances the
Oilers to Saturday's second
round against American
Football Conference Western
Division chanipion San Diego.
-That last half defensively
was an absolute superb ef-
fort," Oiler Coach Bum
Phillips said. "They were all
over the ball and it seems like
we were always able to come
up with the big play." •
Big plays by the Oiler
defense became necessary
when Campbell, the NFL's
two-time rushing champion,
left for good with 46 seconds to
go in the first half. Campbell
was injured when he scored on
a three-yard touchdown run
that gave the Oilers a 10-7
Eagles End 19 Years Of Frustration With Victory
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Philadelphia Eagles
ended 19 years of frustration
with a National Football
League playoff home game
victory.
The Eagles, on a 63-yard
touchdown pass play from
quarterback Ron Jaworski to
substitute running back Billy
Campfield in the fourth
period, beat the Chicago
Bears 77-17 Sunday.
Now, it's on to Tampa for a
second-round game against
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers in
the drive for the National
Conference title and a place in
the Jan. 20 Super Bowl against
the American Conference
survivor.
Like In UK-Purdue Game
The Eagles' last appearance
in a playoff game at home was
in 1960, when they beat the
Green Bay Packers, 17-14, to
win the NFL title.
The Eagles, Eastern run-
nersup, took a 7-0 lead on the
Central Division Bears on a 17-
yard scoring pass from
Jaworski to wide receiver
Harold Carmichael. Chicago
tied it on a 2-yard run by
Walter Payton, and led at
halftime 17-10 on a 1-yard
Payton TD and a 30-yard Bob
Thomas field goal. The first of
Tony Franklin's two field
goals, a 29-yarder, was the
other Philadelphia first-half
score.'
The second half was a
testimonial to the Eagles'
- - —
defense, and the confidence of
Coach Dick Vermeil in
Jaworski, the quarterback
who keyed an 11-5 regular
season and Sunday's playoff
triumph.
Chicago didn't score in the
second half, thanks to a
defensive effort by the Eagles
led by rookie linebacker Jerry
Robinson, with a game-high 10
tackles, and cornerbacks
Macy's Speciality Pressure Situations
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Kyle Macy is from Peru,
Indiana, a free throw or so
from Purdue University.
It was a foregone conclusion
that he would play basketball
there, which he did. But after
a year, he transferred to
Kentucky.
Since moving , Macy has
become one of the country's
top guards:- His specialty is
pressure situations, like
Saturday night.
Ironically, none other than
Purdue was a 61-60 victim as
Macy delivered four straight
key free throws in the last two
minutes of the finals of the
Kentucky Invitational
Tournament in Lexington.
It was Macy's four free
throws that provided the
thirdranked Wildcats with a
59-56 lead, and the ninth-
ranked Boilermakers never
caught up. Macy finished with
18 points, same as Fred
Cowan, while Joe Barry
Carroll scored 25 points for
Purdue. -
In other games involveing
the nation's ranked teams, No.
1 Duke defeated Providence
82-78; No. 2 Ohio State routed
Tennessee 91-65; No. 4 Notre
Dame stopped Fairfield 69-59;
No. 8 North Carolina defeated
No. 5 Indiana 61-57; No. 6
DePaul beat Chicago Loyola
92-83; No. 7 Louisiana State
stopped Tulane 95-85 and No.
10 Syracuse turned ' back
Pittsburgh 73-66.
Also, Utah upset No. 11
Louisville 71-69; No. 12
Virginia routed Army 84-60 in
a consolation game of the
Cable Car Classic; No. 13 Iowa
beat Dayton 61-54 in the finals
of the Dayton Invitational;
No. 14 UCLA routed Colorado
State 8643; No. 15 St. John's
upended Centenary 92-72 in a
Sunday night game; No. 17
Georgetown beat Nor-
theastern 85-66; No. 18
Brigham Young whipped Utah
89-84 and No. 19 Oregon State
defeated Oregon 75-66.
Mike Gminski hit two foul
shots with 17 seconds left in
the game to help Duke hold off
a scrappy Providence team in
the tournament finals in
Providence. Gminski's clutch
shots came after a closely
fought contest which saw the
Friars hold.their own for most
of the game against the
nation's topranked team.
Gminski, who finished with
26 points, suffered numerous
bruises in the rough game.
Herb Williams' 18 points led
Ohio State's rout of Ten-
nessee. The Buckeyes sank 55
per cent of their field goal
attempts in the first half for a
48-27 lead.
"We were horrible," said
Tennessee Coach Don DeVoe.
"We did nothing to help our
cause — and Ohio State played
like the No. 2 team in the
country. They just went inside
and pounded us pretty good."
Tracy Jackson scored 19
points as Notre Dame
defeated Fairfield. Irish
Coach Digger Phelps credited
the Stags' 4a11elontrol game
for keeping them within
shooting range of his team.
James Worthy scored 18
points and Mike O'Koren and
Al Wood added 16 apiece as
North Carolina defeated
Indiana at Bloomington. The
Hoosiers were without Mike
Woodson, who was out with a
back injury.
Terry Cummings scored 31
points, 21 of them in the
second half, and pulled down
20 rebounds and Mark Aguirre
added 28 points to lead Del'a ul
Utah Wanted To Win More; Pulls
Off 71-69 Upset Over Louisville
SALT LAKE CITY (API —
Utah just wanted to win the
game more, said Louisville
Coach Denny Crum. And
that's exactly what happened,
when the Utes pulled off a 71-
69 college basketball upset
over 11th-ranked Louisville.
Louisville's problems were
typical of the problems facing
Kentucky college basketball
teams on Saturday. Three
went West and all three were
beaten. In other games, Texas
nipped Murray State 65-63
while Fresno State won its
own Sunmet Tournament with
a 96-51 rot of Morehead State.
Karl Bankowski hit his 20th
point at the final buzzer
Saturday night as Utah, 6-4,
Wcame the 16th school in the
nation to achieve 1,000 vic-
tories.
Crum said Louisville, 6-1,
was outhustled in the first
half, but played better the
second half. •
"But you have to play 40
minutes on the road to win —
not just 20," he said.
Utah Coach Jerry Pimm
agreed the Utes wanted very
much to win this game, not
only to upset a nationally
ranked team but to show they
could play well without their
leading rebounder, forward
Danny Vranes.
It was announced earlier
Saturday that Vranes would
miss the Louisville game and
the next three because of a
dispute over an extension
course he took last summer at
Ottawa, Kan.
Vranes, who had played in
every game before Saturday,
will be back in play at the start
of conference play, as he will
have completed necessary
courses by then, a spokesman
said.
The Utes led the entire first
half, at times by as much as 10
points, and carried a 40-32 lead
into intermission.
Louisville, battled back in
the second half behind the
shooting of Derek Smith and
Darrell Griffith, who ended
the game with 25 and 23 points
respectively.
The Cardinals took the lead
for the first time 61-60 with
8:25 left.
The lead changed three
times and the score was tied
twice in the final ,:even
minutes.'
Louisville forward Poncho
Wright tied it 69-69 with 3:04
left.
Utah went into a four-corner
offense and ran the clock down
to 39 seconds before calling
time.
The Utes almost lost the ball
to Griffith on the inbournis
play but the referee ruled him
out of bounds. Utah obviously
wanted to go to Bankowski,
but had trouble getting him
the ball.
Bankowski finally got the
ball with about five seconds
left and got the winning shot
off just before the buzzer.
over Chicago Loyola in the
finals of the first Chicagoland
Collegiate Classic. Willie Sims
scored 17 points and reserve
guard Jordy Hultberg added
15 to lead ISU past Tulane in a
foul-plagued game. Four
players from each team fouled
out.
Erich Santifer scored 12
second-half points to spark a
rally that led Syracuse over
Pitt. Karl Bankowski hit his
20th point of the game at the
final buzzer as :Utah upset
Louisville. The victory gave
the Utes their 1,000th victory,
making them the 16th major
college team in the nation to
reach that elite status.
Lee Ftaker's 20 points led
Virginia over Army prior to
the Cable Car Classic
championship game won 77-62
by San Jose State over Santa
Clara. Kenny Arnold scored 17
points to lead Iowa, 8-0, over
Dayton. James Wilkes scored
a careerhigh 26 points as
UCLA rolled past Colorado
State.
Wayne McKoy scored 24
points and Bernard Rencher
added 14 points and 10 assists
as St. John's defeated Cen-
tenary. Craig Shelton led
Gerogetown with 22 points,
topping 1,000 for his college
career.
Danny Aipge's 19 points led
five players in double figures
as Brigham Young defeated
Utah State. Mark Radford and
Ray Blume combined for 35
points to lead Oregon State
over Oregon.
Pat MeInally of the Cin-
cinnati Bengals, the leading
punter of the NFL in 1978,
played his college football at
Harvard.
Chris Bahr, the Cincinnati
Bengal place-kicker, has the
nickname of "Little Foot."
halftime lead.
Houston scored on its first
possession of the game on Toni
Fritsch's 31-yard field goal
and Denver took the lead on
Morton's seven-yard pass to
Dave Preston prior to Cam-
pbell's game-winner.
Fritsch kicked a 20-yarder
with 4:18 left for the final
points.
Campbell, who finished with
50 yards on 16 carries and
Pastorini, who hit eight of 18
passes for 149 yards, are
cpiestionsble--for BatardarTh thm7"- -- --




Pastorini, and Rob Carpenter
came on for Campbell.
Denver's Bob Swenson
intercepted a Nielsen pass
early in the fourth quarter at
the Houston 26. But con-
secutive sacks by middle
guard Curley Culp and
defensive end Ken Kennard
forced Fred Steinfort to at-




Bobby Howard and Herman
Edwards, each with a game-
saving interception.
After their first touchdown,
the Eagles had trouble
penetrating the equally tough
Chicago defense.
Jaworski threw two more
touchdown passes, one to
Carmichael for 29 yards, and
the game winner to Camp-
field. He also moved the team
into position for Franklin's
second field goal —34 yards.
Bears' Coach Neill Arm-
strong said that on a scale of
10 his team gave the
maximum effort, but executed
at about seven-and-a-half. He
was a little upset at two calls
by the officials. One was a
back-in-motion penalty that
nullified an 84-yard run to the
Eagles' one by Payton, and
the other one he felt might
have been called on
Philadelphia's winning touch-
down play.
"I'm not going to criticize
the officials," said Arm-
strong. "I want no money out
of my pocket."
On Campfield's touchdown,
Armstrong felt one of his
linebackers was illegally
picked off, intentionally or
otherwise.
Armstrong also felt that the
injury to strong safety Gary
Fencik, early in the second
quarter, and a slight back
injury to Payton had an affect
on the outcome. He defended a
50-yard field goal effort by
Thomas that sailed wide and
gave the Eagles field
possession on the Philadelphia
33, from where the Eagles
launched a TD drive that tied
the score at 17. Fifty yards
generally is out of Thomas'
range.
"Thomas said, 'I think I can
make it," Armstrong said.
"He made a good kick but
missed by a scant margkn."
Morton pass with 7:53 left and
returned it 15 yards to the
Denver 20, setting up Fritsch's
final field goal.
Oiler safety Vernon Perry
produced Houston's final big
play with 1:42 left in the game
when he batted away a pass in
the end zone on fourth down.
"I didn't think they could
beat us without Campbell and
Pastorini," Denver Coach Red
Miller said. "We just didn't
score the points when we
Miller said the turning point
in the game was Bingham's
interception, but Oiler
defensive end Elvin Bethea
said it came earlier when
Steinfort missed his field goal
try.
"We knew we had them
when he missed that field
goal," Bethea said. "We knew
what we had to do and we did
it. We had to push Morton out
of the pocket. He had us off
balance early by calling a
quick count. We adjusted to

























You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars 8. trucks on our lot to chocse from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE  Tangerine Bowl Win Ends McClendon's
NFL Playoffs






Houston 13, Denver 7
&sewed Round
Saturday , Dec n
Nadia& feat credal-
Philadelphia at Tampa Els%
American Conferee, r
Houston at San Diegc,




Los Angeles at Dallas
Sunday, Jas. I
AFC Championship, site, teams and
time to be determined
NEC Championship, site, teams and











Kentucky Finance .  40 24
Peoples Bank 39 :5
Thurman Furniture  38 26
Women of the Moose 36 13
Dennison Hunt .  33 31
Tower Sports Center 33 31
Murray Ins 31 33
Virileon Clean Up Shop  25 35
Paradise Kennels  25 39
Fire Ball Five _ ... 20 44
HIGH TEAM GAME SC
Peoples Bank  795
Thurman Furniture  760
Peoples Bank . ... . ... 751
HIGH TEAM GAME HC
Peoples Bank 1011
Tower Sports Center  1001
Tower Sports Center 969
HIGH TEAM SERIES 1SC
Peoples Bank 2214
Thurman Furniture  2193
Dennison—Wird 7.111E.
HIGH TEAM SERI ES HC
Tower Sports Center 2912
Peoples Bank 2662
Derunson Hunt 2845









HIGH IND. SERIES t SC
Sondra Rice 541
Lois Smith 531
Valerie Morris  _591









Decie Beale  164
Ethelene McCallon  161
Marge limrnan  157
ValarieMorris 157
Mary Harris ..... .  155






Ky. Lake Cal Company 35 21
John Clark Exc. & Cond. .. 33 23
Paradise Kennels 36% 25%
Lynn Grove Market 28% 26%
Shoemaker Seed Company 27% 26%
Pagliai's. 25 31
McCuiston Auto Electric 23 33
M.S.U. R.O.T.C. Dept 20% 35%
HIGH TEAM GAME ( SC)
NEU ROTC Dept. $93
Ky. Lake 011 Company 593
Ky. Lake (kl Company 582
HIGH TEAM GAME t HC)
24513 ROTC Dept. 789
Ky. take Oil Company 773
McCuiston Auto Electric 785
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
. Lake Ill Company 1749
Kennels 1674
OTC Dept. 1650
HIGH TfAM SERIES (HC)
Oil Company 7289
MSU ROTC Dept. 2238
Lynn Grove Market 2192


































tt.,. lb. issociated Pre,
6:AST
Roston Cherietton 65
Conne,ti, ut 89. Seton /Lill 73
Fordhai J. 71, Manhattan 65
Georgetown, 85, Northeastern 66
Hof stra 90. Southampton 66
Holy Cross 89. (amsius
Penn 68. St Franc is. Pa 52
Penn St j8. Colgate 37
St Bona% enture 83. St Francis.N V.
o7
Siena 86. Centenars 82
Sy ea,. %lee 73. Entsburgh 66
1; iliano% a81. Rutgers 70
Wagner 84. Staten Island 53
Wisconsin 94. Morgan St 42
SOUTH
George Whshingten $6, Richmond 78
Georgia 74. Belmont 53.
Jac kson% ale 73. Duquesne $4
Louisiana St 95. Tulane 85
Sports
In Brief
,By The Associated Press
TENNIS
SYDNEY. Australia AP —
Australian Phil Dent captured the men's
singles title' in the New South Wales
Open tennis championship with a 64, 6-4.
7-5 victory over Hank Pfister
Czechslovakia's Hans Mandlikova. at
17. became the youngest player to win
the women's final in the open's 94-year
history when she beat her 16-yearold op-
ponent Bettina Bunge 6-3, 3-6. 6-3
Dianne Desfor and Barbara Hallqwst
won the women's doubles title, defeating
Kym Ruddell and Barbara Jordan 4-6,6-
2.6-2
MIAMI AP — Ecuador's Raul Viver
and New York's Kathy Horvath won the
18-and-under titles in the Orange Bowl
World Junior Tennis championships
%river. the first player from his coun-
try to win the annual tournament.
defeated Peru's Pablo Arraya, 7-6, 6-4.
while Horvath defeated Italy's Patrizia
Murgo, 7-5.6-0.
ICE SKAT4NG
MILWAUKEE (APi — World cham-
---piAii-rsras-klaislen-twnki. the luck record
in the men's 5,000 meters and his sister
Beth set a mark in the women's 3,000
during qualifying for the 1980 U.S. Olym-
pic speed skating team at the Wisconsin
State Fair Park in suburban West Allis.
Eric Heiden completed the 5,400
meters on the Olympic-size track in
7.09.08, breaking his record of 7 20.37 set
Dec. 30. 1978
Beth Heiden's time in the 3.000 meters
was 4:34.27, bettering the former record
of 4.44.97 set Jan 15
Eric Heiden also won the men's 500
meters in 38.21
HOCKEY
LAKE PLACID, N AP — The
United States-defeated the-Soviet Union
5-3 to preserve ap unbeaten record at the
preOlympic hockey tournament.
Sweden and Czechoslovakia. who
finished with two victories a loss and a
tie, followed the Americans with the
Soviets fourth and winless Canada fifth
at this trial run for the hockey competi-
tion at the 1980 Winter Games
Pro Basketball
Standings
By The Associated Press
Eastern Cosfereace
Atlantic Division
20 L Pet. GB
Boston 77 6 .771 —
Philadelphea 25 10 -714 2
Washington 14 16 .467 104
New York 18 20 .444 114
New Jersey 13 22 .171 14
Central Dsion
Atlanta 23 15 .05 —
San Antonio 18 17 .514 3%
Indiana 18 19 .07 54
Cleveland 16 2) .441 6
Houston 15 19 .441 6
Detroit 9 28 .257 12'1
Western Confereace
Midwest DOW*,
Milwaukee 11 15 , .513 —
Kansas City 71 16 .588 4
Denver 13 23 .381 8
Chicago 12 23 .343 84
Utah 9 36 .257 114
Pacific Division
Seattle 24 11 688 —
Lae Angeles 25 12 .678 —
Phoenix 21 13 .849 1
Portland 19 18 514 8
San Diego 19 19 X0 84
Golden State 12 23 .343 12
Saturday's Games
Indiana 130, Atlanta 110
Philadelphia 126, Boston 113
Washington 122, Houston 114
Chicago 128, Cleveland 117
Phoenix 115, Kansas City III
San Antonio 141, Detroit 112
Denver 130, Los Angeles la
Golden State 107, New jersey 101
Sunday's Gams
Phoenix 106, Milwaukee 103
Los Angeles 102, Seattle 111
San Diego 124, Utah 118,01





New Jersey at New York,
Detroit at Cleveland, (n).
Denver at Utah, in).
Golden State at Portland. OW
THE BIGGEST THING
SINCE TELEVISION.
Sony presents the new KP-5000 TV projection system.
You've got to see it to believe it: a big, bright, beautiful
50" screen (measured diagonally) that puts you right in
the middle of all your favorite TV action. Sports events,
movies, everything comes alive on Sony projection TV.
Twin ground glass lenses and world-famous Sony
technology combine to give you the sharpest projection
picture yet, with professional controls that make in-
dividual fine tuning easier than ever. The Sony KP-5000.






Memphis Si SO. Mis.sissippi 75
Middle leanest-we 81, Mercer 63
Rider 101. kits., av ne al
Robert Morris 68. lialtunore is
S t'arolnia 78, Woffurd 56
Stetson 92, Catholic U It
Willuaiit 6, Mary 88. N Carolina West 62
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 68, Temple 64
Detroit 98. New Orleans 74
Drake 116. Texas-Arlington 106
E Michigan 66, Wayne St.. Mich 55
Evansville Austin Pray 65
Indiana St. 71, Ball St. 58
Kansas 90. Birmingham So 64
Marquette 80, Illinois 78
Michigan 83. W.Michigan 64
Minnesota 78, Kansas St. 61
Nebraska 92, Ala-Birmingham 84, 4
OT
Neb-Omaha 69, Iowa St 68
N.Carolina 61, Indiana 57
Notre Dame 69, Fairfield 59
Ohio St 91, Tennessee 65
Oklahoma 7$,S. Mississippi 61
Pan American 91, Oklahoma St. 82
St.Mary's-Minn 71St Mary's. Mich 70
Toledo 76, Butler 66
Valparaiso 61. Cent Michigan 58
Wichita St. 70, Oral Roberts 66
Wisconsin 103, Cleveland St. 78
Youngstown St. 72. Ohio U. 68
SOUTHWEST
Texas 65, MURRAY ST. 63
Texas-El Paso 104, Illinois Tech 61
FAR WEST
Arizona St 69, Washington 56
Brigham Young 89, Utah St 84
Hawaii 87, Portland 80
Idahe St. 97, Carroll 76
Los Angeles St 80, Jackson Si 73
ula 77. Fullerton 67
Montana St. 77. Mc Neese St 75
Oregon St 75, Oregon 66
San Francisco 91, San Diego St . 77
UCLA 86, Colorado St Oil10.
Utah 71, Louisville 69




SW I uisiana 9'2, Auburn 75
Third Place
Baylor 87, Long Beach St 80 '
Bluebonnet Classic
Championship
Southern Cal 86. Houston 8$, OT
Third Place
Rice 70, Niagara 69
Cable Car Classic
Chatopeonship
San Jose St. 77. Santa Clara 02
Third Place
%•irgirtta 84, Army 60
Chicagoland Classic
Championship
De Paul 92. Loyola -,chirago 83
Third Place





Mississippi St 65. Paciffc 63
Illinois State Holiday
Festival Championst.ip
Illinois St 96, Lamar 64
Third Place
N.Illinois 58, U.S. International 51
Industrial Classic
Championship
Duke K. Providence 79
NHL Standings
By The Associated Press
Campbell Conference
Patrick Dilvisioa
W L T Pm GF GA
Philadelphia 22 1 e 53 141 05
NY Rangers 18 15 5 37 137 133
Atlanta 14 14 4 32 110 113
NY Islanders 12 14 6 30 110 114
Washington 7 22 5 19 IS 133
Smythe Division
Vancouver 13 15 7 33 113 113
Chicago 11 12 11 33 93 97
Winnipeg 12 18 4 211 96 127
St. Louis II 18 5 2796 in
Colorado 10 19 3 23 107 125
Edmonton 7 18 7 21 110 147
Wales Conference
Adams Division
Buffalo 23 9 3 49 131 88
Boston 19 9 5 43 127 96
Minnesota 16 7 7 39 129 97
Toronto 15 14 4 34 117 120
Quebec 14 15 5 33 110 115,
Norris Devisioa
Montreal 17 13 6 40 133 117
Los Angeles 15 12 6 36 145 132
Pittsburgh 11 10 11 33 107 107
Detroit 10 14 7 27 102 106
Hartford 9 15 6 16 107 119
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia S. Boston 2
Buffalo 4. Marti ord 2
Montreal 4, Vancouver 2
New York Islanders 2, Washington 1
New York Rangers 4, Pittsburgh 3
Toronto 2, Detroit 1
Quebec at Minnesota:1yd_, fog
Atlanta 7, StLouls 3
Los Angeles 9, Edmonton 3
Sunday's Games
Quebec 3, Buffalo 1
Philadelphia 4. Hartford 2
Boston 1, New York Rangers 3
Montreal 8, Tomato 4







LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP —
Sam Bowie, Kentucky's 7-foot-
1 freshman center, spent a
fruitless night battling Pur-
due's Joe Barry Carroll, but
the worst may now be behind
hint.
In early foul trouble. Bowie
totaled just two points — both
on free throws — and one
rebound, but the Wildcats held
off the ninth-ranked Boiler-
makers 61-60 for the cham-
pionship of the 27th University
of Kentucky Invitational
Tournament.
After the game, Kentucky
coach Joe Hall said Bowie
already has faced the three
best centers in the nation —
Carroll, lona's Jeff Ruland
and Duke's Mike Gminski.
"They've all had good
nights against us," Hall said,
"and Carroll had an ex-
ceptional game 125 points and
seven rebounds,. As far as
we're concerned, Carroll hurt
us more, for various reasons."
Senior guard Kyle Macy and
junior forward Fred Cowan
led the Wildcats, 10-1, with 18
points apiece.
*Macy ended the game by
grabbing the basketball and
heaving it toward ttr rafters
no small undertaking in
23,000-seat Rupp Arena._
LSU Coaching Career On Winning Note
RY HE RSCH EL N ISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
One of college football's
distinguished coaching
careers ended on a winning
note Saturday night when
Charlie McClendon's
Louisiana State Tigers
trounced Wake Forest 34-10 in
the Tangerine Bowl.
Quarterbacks David
Woodley and Steve Ensminger
rushed for a total of 111 yards
and three touchdowns, two by
Woodley, while wide receiver
Carlos Carson lined up as a
second tight end and raced
through a confused secondary
to grab a 51-yard bomb from
Woodley that set up a 19-yard
touchdown pass to Jerry
Murphree.
"We put in that quarterback
draw play just for this game,"
said McClendon, who wound
up an 18-year career at LSU
with a 7-5 record this season
but an overall log of 137-59-7,
making him the winningest
coach in the school's history.
With the final gun in
Orlando, Fla., McClendon
officially turned the LSU
coaching reins over to Bo
Rein, late of North Carolina
State.
"I've had no contact with
anybody," McClendon said,
dismissing a rumor that he
was interested in the vacant
Georgia Tech job. "As far as
I'm concerned, I've. coached
my last college game."
In other weekend bowl
action, No.13 Washington
turned back No.11 Texas N-7
in the Sun Bowl at El Paso,
Texas, Penn State edged No.I5
Tulane 9-6 in the Liberty Bowl
at Memphis, Tenn., and
Indiana spoiled ninth-ranked
Brigham Young's perfect
record with a wild 38-37 vic-
tory in the Holiday Bowl at
San Diego. It was Indiana's
second bowl trip and first
triumph.
Texas had the ballyhooed
defense but it was two big
plays by Washington strong
safety Greg Grimes that
turned the tide in the Sun
Bowl,. Grimes tackled Texas
quarterback Donnie Little at
the Washington 2-yard line to
keep the Longhorns from
jumping in fropt in the first
period and recovered a-fouble. -
in the second quarter to set up
the Huskies' second touch-
down.
Coach Don James said
Grimes' tackle on Little
"probably won the ballgame
for us, because if they go in
and score it would have been
hard to get two touchdowns on
them."
The Huskies scored on Tom
Flick's 18-yard pass to Paul
Skanski and Willis Ray
Mackey's 4-yard run.
Penn State outlasted Tulane
in a rain-soaked battle of field
goals when Herb Menhardt
Pittsburgh To Show No Sympathy
Against Arizona In Fiesta Bowl
TEMPE. Ariz. (AP) —
University of Pittsburgh
players believe they have
been underrated by pollsters,
so Arizona can expect no
sympathy in the Fiesta Bowl
on Christmas Day.
"We want to show people
that we're better than we're
rated, better than Arizona,
and will be even better next ,
year," said middle linebacker
Jeff Pelusi.
Coach Jackie Sherrill would
rather everybody consider the






A variety of thoughts and
opinions about a variety of
subjects.
"All things considered,".
notes the inscription of W.C.
Fields' tombstone, "I'd rather
be. in Philadelphia."
The man had an obvious
feeling for that wonderful
town.
When the Eagles looked like
something less than
powerhouses in the first half of
their NFC wild-card playoff
game against .Chicago Sun-
day, the loyalists in Veterans
Stadium booed them right off
the field.
In the second half, when the
Eagles recovered for a 27-17
victory, the fans were back in
their corner, cheering wildly.
Charming.
With friends like that, the
Eagles don't need enemies. If
you're going to root for a
team, stick with them throuit
thick and thin. Kicking your
guys in the butt when they're
already down doesn't help the
situation.
Hasn't the touchdown
spiking silliness in the
National Football League
gone quite far enough?
The end zone dances and
acrobatics got ,totally out of
hand when Dallas' Dre%
Pearson, usually a pretty
level-headed guy, went
bananas after scoring against
the New York Giants a couple
of weeks ago,.
Everybody scores against
the Giants, so why it inspired
Pearson into special gyrations
remains a mystery. But he
went high in the air, threw the
football into the seats, then
twisted his knee on the way
down and missed the next two
games.
He will not spike the hall
again, we've been assured.
' Once again, college football
is muddled by the argun.ent
over just WI° is really No I.
You can make good cases for
three or four teams and the
only thing that the bowl
system guarantees is that thp
howling will be just as loud
after New Year's Day as it IS
now.
Isn't it about time the NrAA
went to a playoff system to
solve the dilemma? If it can he
done in other collegiate sports
like baskftball, baseball and
hockey, why not football"
Sure, the bowls have tradition
and prestige, but they also
leave the No.1 question
unanswered. A tournament,
say matching the, top four
ranked teams in the final
Associated Press poll, would
solve the problem. (We agree.
That's what is done in the
NCAA football divisions with
the exception of Divison I. —
ED.)
10-1 record and No. 10 rating in
the Associated Press poll at
the end of the regular season.
Oddsmakers favor the
Panthers by eight points or
more against the Pacific-10
Conference team with its 6-4-1-
season mark.
Kickoff is slated for 1:45
p.m. MST. The game will be
nationally televised.
Coach Tony Mason takes
Arizona into its first bowl
game in his three years at the
helm while Pittsburgh makes
its fourth straight ap-
pearance, three under
Sherrill. The two teams have
never played gainst each
other.
Offensively, they are near
opposites. Pittsburgh, with
quarterbacks Dan Marino and
Rick Trocano, went strong on
the passing game, while
Arizona was primarily a
running team. Defensively,
the Panthers have end Hugh
Green, an All-American as a
junior.
- The Panthers -lost only to
North Carolina 17-7 this
season.
Pittsburgh is recognized as
the Eastern champion while
Arizona finished down the line
in the Pac-10 but beat arch-
rival Arizona State 27-24 in the
regular-season finale to win
the bowl bid.
Pittsburgh's Trocan-O
started the first seven games
of the season and completed 74
of 128 passes for 85_3 yards and
four touchdowns before suf-
fering a hamstring injury.
*Marino finished the season
and hit on 115 of 193 passes for
1,508 yards and nine touch-
downs.
Fullback Randy McMillan
and halfback Ray "Rooster"
Jones lead the Panthers'
running attack.
McMillan rushed for 721
yardS while Jones gained 382,
scoring nine and six touch-
downs, respectively.
Arizona fullback Hubert
Oliver gained 1,021 yards
during the season and senior
quarterback Jim Krohn
stands second on the school'S
all-time total offense list with
4,048 yards. During the past
season, Krohn completed 93 of
175 throws for 1,094 yards and
seven touchdowns.
This marks the first Fiesta
Bowl appearance for Arizona.
Pittsburgh lost to Arizona
State 28-7 in the 1973 edition.
kicked a 20-yarder, his third of,
the game to tie a Liberty Bowl
record, with 18 seconds
remaining. Menhardt booted
33... and 4Z:orders in the
second period while Tulane's
Ed Murray connected on a
pair of 26-yarders in the final
quarter.
Penn State then marched
from its 20 to the Tulane 3,
much of the distance coming
on a third-and-two 39-yard
option pass from fourth-string
tailback Joel Coles to Tom
Donovan to the 11.
Penn State's defense held
high-powered Tulane to 202
yards in total offense. Roch
Hontas completed 21 of 39
passes—for 210 yards — the
Green Wave had minus-8
rushing — but was sacked five
times, four by end Larry
Kubin.
Indiana took the lead
against Brigham .Young on a
62-yard mot return by
sophomore Tim Wilbur
midway through the final
period- and prevailed when
BYU's Brent Johnson missed
a 27-yard field gal attempt.
Wilbur's run offset a 380-
yard passing effort by All-
American quarterback Marc
Wilson, who threw for two
touchdowns and ran for one
but was . inieeeepted "three
times.
"I shouted for everybody to
get out of the way, but Craig
Walls didn't hear me," Wilbur
said of his punt return.
Three more bowl games are
on tap this week — Pitt vs.
Arizona in the Fiesta Bowl at
Tempe, Ariz., on Christmas
Day, Michigan-North Carolina
in the Gator Bowl at
Jacksonville, Fla., on Friday
night and South Carolina-
Missouri in the Hall of Fame
Bowl at Birmingham, Ala,, on
Saturday night.
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.iHospital Christmas Decoration Winners,
a
Patsy Massey, EKG technologist, stands beside EKG's
winning entry for the "Best Decorated Door." The door was
part of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's annual
Christmas decorations contest held last week.
Winning "Best All Around" for the Candyland Christmas
theme was the business office. Shown with the the house
made from candy is (seated) Lola James, business office






Labor and delivery won first place for "Most Original
Decoration" with the bells, made from baby bottle nipples, ,1
hanging in the corner of the crib. The baby, Jessica Diane lp-





Third floor won the "Best Decorated Area" category. Pic-
tured at the nurse's station are LaDonna Cavitt, nurse's aide, 4
and Kathleen Morris, L.P.N.
1164011043 44,c3,44SziPta iraz lOrtzt rarNaorollIN111,44WpIrclirc3Il
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Effects Pose Threat To Industry
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Concern about the effect of
cigarette smoke on non-
smokers' health poses a major
threat to the tobacco industry,
a study done for the industry
says.
The study, obtained by the
Federal Trade Commission,
was released by the FTC
Sunday as an appendix to its
annual report to Congress on
smoking.
4
The study for thi- Tobacco
Institute was conducted by the
Roper Organization, a polling
company. It was based on a
national survey of attitudes
toward cigarette smoking.
"Nearly six out of 10 believe
that smoking is hazardous to
the non-smoker's health, up
sharply over the last four
years. More than two-thirds of
non-smokers believe it, nearly
half of all smokers believe it."
"This we see as the most




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
Is your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
it elc(Jnic agoti
Inge King 492-8348  Mary Hamilton 753-5570
viability of the tobacco in-
dustry that has yet occurred,"
the report said.
"While there is little sen-
timent for an outright ban on
smoking in public gathering
places, there is already
majority sentiment for
providing separate facilities
for smokers and non-smokers.
As the anti-smoking forces
succeed in their efforts to
convince non-smokers that
their health is at stake too, the
pressure for segregated
facilities will change from a
ripple to a tide as we see it,"
the report said. -
A spokesmpn for the
Tobacco Institute was
unavailable for comment on
the Roper Organization's
report.
The Tobacco Institute has
opposed efforts by the FTC
and others to expand health
warnings about smoking. The
industry group also has said
more research is needed
before there will be conclusive
proof of health dangers caused
by cigarette smoke.
The report suggested that
the tobacco industry could
Need a Great Stocking Stuffer?
Gift Certificates from
Tantrific Sun
We Have A New Addition
fight the issue of health
danger to nonsmokers by
developing and widely
publicizing clear-cut medical
evidence that the health of
non-smokers is not en-
dangered by cigarette smoke.
"The issue, as we see it, is
no longer what the smoker
does to himself, but what he
does to others," it said.
In its annual report on
smoking, required by law, the
FTC recommended that
Congress consider ap-
propriating funds for anti-
smoking messages to be
carried in the media.
"Money for a ... public in-
formation campaign would
provide an effective means for.. 
communicatinginformation
on the health and other con-
sequences of smoking," the
FTC said.
The commission noted that
the cigarette industry spends
heavily to "promote the
desirability of smoking."
440,
Citizens Act Against Some Books
By DAN SEWELL
Associated Press Writer
FORT MYER.S, Fla. I AP)
— It's Thursday morning, and
the back room of the
restaurant is filled with
dapperly dressed men talking
earnestly ovei eggs and
pancakes.
Mimeographed pamphlets
are handed out. A comic book
on sex education is passed
around, and heads shake back
and forth. A rousing prayer
goes up.
The "Decency in
Education" committee of Lee
County is holding its weekly •
meeting.
"We're not book burners.
We're not censors," says the
Rev. Jack Gambill, com-
mittee chairman. "This is a
national thing. It's springing
up more and more all over the
country."
The "national thing" is
citizen activism against
certain texts and other books
being used in schools.
The "Decency" committee
was formed in September
after Mary Caserta, a mother
and homemaker, demanded
the Lee County school board
ban a sixth-grade history
book. She complained that an
illustration in "History of
Western Civilization"
depicted Jesus Christ and the
Last Supper in a ridiculous
way.
Within minutes, 20 spec-
tators were angrily warning
board members they would
have to answer at election
time If they didn't remove the
text from county schools.
"It hit us like a cold
shower," says board chair-
woman Rayma Page.
Mrs. Caserta "got my
curiosity up," Gambill
recalls. "We decided to look
into what was in our childrens'
books."
Today the committee is
taking petitions door-to-door
calling for the removal from
school libraries of "Catcher in
the Rye," "Soul on Ice,'
"Catch-22," "The Naked
Ape," "Down These Mean
Streets" and "Manchild in the
Promised Land," as well as
the history book.
Gambill says "Decency"
has 4,200 signatures and hopes
to give the board 8,000.
The group has also run
newspaper ads linking
declining test scores with
what it says is the teaching of
"secular humanism."
"Humanism is a religion
that says man doesn't need a
god, let man make up his own
rules," says Gambill. "They
have told us you can't pray in
the school, you can't read
Bibles.... If it offends them to
teach moral values, why can't
they see it offends me when
they teach that there is
nothing wrong with using four-
letter words and premarital
sex"
"Something has been
ignited with this issue," Mrs.
Page says. "It has all the
earmarks of what's happened
in other areas of the country."
Some examples from the past
two years:
—In Anaheim, Calif., the













































































Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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pressure — approved an
exclusive list of books for city.
schools. Among those ex-
cluded are most of the works
of William Shakespeare,
Charles Dickens and Mark
Twain.
-Thin Warsaw, Ind., books
such as "The Bell Jarrand
"Growing Up Female in
America" were removed from
school shelves. Citizens
burned books in a school
parking lot. Four teachers
opposed to textbook removals
were fired. The superin-
tendent of schools resigned.
—In North Bergen, N.J.,
some parents sought to have
the book "Go Ask Alice"
banned, but Superintendent
Herman Klein refused,
arguing that the book, which
deals with a teen-ager's drug
addiction, actually deters
youngsters from drug abuse.
—In Issaquah. Wash., the
board voted to remove
"Catcher in the Rye" from
reading lists. Board members
in favor were recalled in a
special election, and the new
board put the book tack into
classrooms — but Only for
students who have written
parental permission.
—In Middleville. Mich., the
board dropped "Catcher"
from the required reading list
at Thornapple Kellogg High
School after parents com-
plained it "violates the word
of God." The book, which
concerns a boy's experiences
growing up, had been used at
the school 11 years.
The National Council of
Teachers of English and the
American Library Association
say the number of textbook
Observations
Renews Friendship
It was good to renew
friendship recently with Eli
Alexander who was in the
sixth grade in Murray City
Schools, and I was the teacher
in 1920. I became ill and had to
leave teaching the remainder
of the year. Eli and the others
in the class gave me a going
away shower the last day I
was in school. Fifty nine years
later, I remember Eli's gift - a
white kid belt that I kept for
years.
When I mentioned this gift,
he was surprised I had not
forgotten. He remembered the
party, but not the belt. He is
back home after retiring from
work in Michigan.
I am interested in the
number of Alexanders named
"Eli". There were two before
this one — Grandfather Eli F.,
his son Eli F. H; Eli III, who
went to school to me; he was a
nephew, Eli M., assistant
superintendent of Murray
High School. He has a son
named Eli M.
"Retiree" Eli has three
sons, but not one of them is
named Eli. Their names begin
with D. Policeman Dean has a
four month old baby, Kim-
berly. Don is an automobile
dealer in Detroit; Dale is
coach in Charleston High
School, Charleston, Illinois.
+++
Had a pleasant visit with
Mrs. . Mildred Myers, the
daughter cif the late Mrs. Jess
Marine Vonnie Wilson) with
whom I went to school and
played basketball at the one
room school, Harding. The
photograph of that basketball
team was in the Murray
Ledger & Times not long ago.
Mrs. Myers is employed in
the Shackelford, Goode,
Thurman Tax Office. She has
three children - Sammy D.
Myers, Marshall County;
James (Jim) Robert Myers,
Murray State; and Mrs. Joe
Oakley. A recent visit with
Mrs. Oakley brought into
focus the early days of her
mother and me. She has two
children, Jay and Dena — the
controversies has taken an
alarming upswing.
Judith Krug says the ALA
received 300 reports of book-
banning or censorship during
the past school year. "That
number was greater than at
any other time in at least the
last 25 years," she said.
Edward Jenkinson of the
NCTE says he believes "the
problem wouldn't exist if we
weren't living in hard times.
People are dissatisfied with a
lot of things. ... They feel
powerless to fight big
government, so they start
sniping at our schools."
Mrs. Page also notes that
school boards are easily ac-
cessible: "They can reach us.
They see me in the grocery
store, in the beauty parlor.
They can get my telephone





Met Mr. R. H. Doulas, an
employee of TVA for 40 years.
It is interesting to know that
he helped lay out the Center
Ridge lots for auction —,the
first to be sold. He noted that
the deeds called for the
establishment of the roads by
the TVA and the upkeep to be
done by the county. Our lot No.
I was the first lot auctioned.
The cabin on the lot burned
about a year ago - from
lightning.
+++
A letter from Dr. Lochie
Overbey Christopher had
interesting news. She and 11-
year-old Shannon are in
England this year. Lochie is
on a Fulbright Scholarship
exchange program with Dr.
Jim Parry. She and Shannon
Industrial Rd
are traveling during time out
of school, and even though the
English don't observe
Halloween, they did this
season. Shannon is in the top
of her class and is reading
Jane Ever and Mary of
Scotland. She is studying
piano, dancing, horseback
riding and guitar.
She is a traveler. In her few
years she has been to Ger-
many for an extensive stay
with her aunt, and grand-
mother Mary Belle Overbey.
She has gone up the North'
East Coast to Newfoundland,
been to Florida a number of
times, and now she is flying
home alone to spend Christ-
mas with her dad, Attorney
Ronald Christopher and wife
and their three little girls —
Kelsey, Carroll Lane and the




, Nay you enjoy every
minute ttir
Mert-v Christmas ,a(l
share its good times
with those dear to you.
Thanks all.
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MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460
CALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
IN TENNESSEE OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
1-800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973
753-5976











































































YOU'VE GOT A LOT'
0 P WO R K TO PO,
TOO,
14AVE T PETITE
STEAK, TOO. A GREAT
BIG ONE
WHY DOW,' YOU 3O A Fi54.,



















What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) "r
Self-assertion doesn't
produce the expected result.
Minimize ego, esp in dealings
with co-workers. Don't force
issues.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Constant interruptions may
interfere with a desire for
privacy. You may be too
enthusiatic about a behind-
the-scenes meeting.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 201 
n
Restlessness could interfere
with work efficiency. Don't be
impatient re new ideas.
Inviting others over only adds
to home confusion.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GO
Don't be careless in signing
papers. Talk is cheap. Bide
your time re new career
developments.
LEO
1July 23 to Aug. 22)
Others may disagree about
a financial matters. Don't
underestimate expenses re a
travel or education plan. Hold
fast to budgets.
VIRGO
lAug. 23 to Sept. 221
The temptation is to dip Into
capital. It would be nice to




(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Partners or close allies may
be neglectful of their own
interests. Don't put much faith
in the grandiose plans of
others.
SCORPIO
'Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) inlet.







iNov. 22 to Dec. 21)
There could be a change in
plans re a date. In any case,
don't mix business with
pleasure. Be skeptical of
chancy business schemes.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
A visitor may overstay
welcome or someoneat a
distance makes a change in




i Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Misunderstandings possible
now. Don't be rushed into
anything. Take what others
say with a grain of salt.
Promises could be broken.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Either you or a close ally
could make a mistake re your
financial picture. A time to
balance the checkbook. Watch
exYpeOnsesU BORN TODAY are
both practical and idealistic.
You are at home in the world
of finance and can succeed as
a banker or corporation head.
Your greatest success though
comes when you are
motivated by an ideal. You
have the ability to com-
mercialize your artistic
talents and will have success
in painting and literature. You
have the ability to inspire
others and would make a good
leader for a cause. Because
you are also practical, you
would be an effective public
servant or government leader
Birthdate of: Alan King,
comedian; Steve Allen, TV
personality. 
REUNITED
FRESNO. Calif. (AP) —
Mushak and Armen Manukian
have been married for 50
years, but they are almost





and subsequent emigration to
the United States, leaving his
wife and three children behind
in Russia, separated the
couple for nearly 38 years.
But Manukian, a 73-year-old
retired restaurant worker,
never lost faith that he would
be reunited with his wife. He
kept in touch with her by
Manukian and












A final settlement of accounts
has been toed in the Calloway
District Court by IC Hale
committee for Versie Farley in,
competent Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before January 2 1980 the
date of hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Cowl
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Harold Edward
Morton. Executor of the estate
of Lola Eron Morton deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
January 2 1980 the. date of
hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Cailoway
District Court by Nat Ryan
Hughes Executor of the estate
of Mary Elizabeth Everett
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before January 2 1980 the
date of hearing
Frances A Shea! Circuit Cowl
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Mable W
Pickard Executrix. ..of the
estate of Jemirna Paschali
Wilson deceased E xception,
to this settlement mus.. be to
ed in the Calloway Distr,
Court on or before January .
1980 the date of hearing
Ftances. 6 Shea Cir
Clerk
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate tutu
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months ,of
date of qualification
Charlie Hornbuckle 215 N 2flo
St Murray KY 42071 deceas
ed Henry William Hornbuckie
213 Spruce St Murray KY
420/1 Executor
Dome Crouch Rt 1 Mayfield
,KY 42066 deceased Max
Parker P 0 Box 618 Murray
KY 42071 Administer
Fred C Enoch Rt 1 Hazel KY
42049 deceased Rex Enoch
Rt 1 Hazel KY 42049 Ad
ministrator
Hugh Farris Fox Meadows
Trailer Court. B-9 16th St
Murray. KY 42071 deceased
Lillie V Farris. Fox Meadows
Trailer Court, BY 16th St
Murray. KY. Executrix
Rudy T Burkeen Rt 1 DeJter.
KY 42036 deceased Diane
Hicks. Rt 1 Dexter KY Ad
ministrator
Frances W Shea Circo,t Litu-
Clerk
1. Legal Notice
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by William
Donald Overbey Administrator
of l'he estate of George Balla
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
beture lanuary 2 1980 the
date of hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by W H Crotchet
Executor of the estate of Wiley
P Outland deceased Excep-
tions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before January 2
1980 the date of hearing
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of account
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Nat . Ryan
Hughes and Constance Bradley
Alward, Co-Administrators, of
the estate of Myron Bradley
deceased Except uris to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway -District Court on or
before January 2 1980 the
date it hearing
Fran,es A Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A Sinai settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
Distri,:t Court by Charles M
Baker Administrator of the
estate of Gladys 0 Hale
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calioway District Court on or
before January 2 1980 thy
date of hearing
f lances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
nas been tiled in the Calloway
DistriLt Court, by Mabel
otdte 
Atd foci nhii;ttor radt r Bloatiotch:
settlement 
xceptions to this
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before January ? 1980 the
date of hearing
Frances 6 Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
1. Legal Notice
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Prince Green
xecutor of the estate of
George L Green deceased Ex
Leptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
January 2 1980 the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Margaret
Odle. Executrix of the estate
of Ross D Odle deceased Lx-
cepttons to this settlement
must be filed' in the Calloway
District Court on or before
January 2. 1980 the date of
hearing







Ideal for storing house full of
furniture cars antiques.
business orerflows etc










- 759-4441. For Teens







The City of Murray will accept bids to
purchase two, 12 ton pick-up trucks for
the use of the Murray Water and Gas
Systems. Specifications are available at
the office of the City Clerk, 5th and
Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids
are to be delivered to the Clerks office by'
4:00 p.m., Friday, December 28, 1979.
The Murray City Council reserves the
right to accept the lowest or best bid or to
reject any or all bids.
Top row, left to right, Geri Andersen, Ellen Jones, Shirley Wilferd,









































The Murray Ledger &
times Office, 103 N. 4th
street, is open for business
t rom 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
urn 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is
losed for regular business





business office hours in
71acing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers











John 14 15. If ye love me
keep my commandments II
John 1 9, "Whosoever trail-
sgresseth. and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ he hath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM Bible study. 6 01
8 evenings. Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store. 759-4600
Neve • Woe Mistime, We




WV we r3u best is care
Needline 753-6333
5.-Lost FOur-id-
Lost White gold diamond
cluster ring in plastic bag, one
stone missing Lost Wednesday
afternoon. If found call 753-
6103 
6. Help Wanted  
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
envelopes. Free details. Reply
Titan-S12. Box 94485.
Schaumberg, IL 60194
Wanted Someone to split
firewood approximately 3 or 4
ricks Phone 753-8011
Young mother needs full-time
reliable babysitter for three
year old In your home or mine.
Must live in Murray Call
anytime 362-4031
9. Situation Wanted
Will do babysitting have own
transportation Call 489-2566 
14.-Winfroluy,
Buying silver coins. before
1965 halves, $6.00. Quarters.
$3 00. dimes $1.20, Kennedy
halves 1965-1969. $2 25 each
527-9139
Want- to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Buying All Kinds of
Scrap Iron I Metals.
Industrial
Clean-Up Service
Must. Ky. lbws I a.m.-41 p.m.
4112-11.11110 Iles.-Fri.
14. Want To Buy
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray. Call 753-0193 after 5
pm
Wanted one or two good female
Beagle Hound rabbit dogs. 474-
2259 
15. Articles For Sale
Bargains! Leaf rakes, $1.99;
saw files, all sizes, 79
cents each: air conditioner
covers, $1.99, fire shovels, 99
cents each, windshield de-icer,
12 oz. spray can. 88 cents;
duct tape 2-x180' roll, $2.59;
stove pipe, 6", $1.39; heat
bulbs. 250 watt, infra red,
$1.39 each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Christmas Special' Purple Mar-
tin houses. 6 rooms, $23.99:
12 rooms. $36.99; 18 rooms,
$49.99; 24 rooms, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas ,Special! Hair dryer
compact, 1200 watt, light
weight. $9.99. Wallin Hard-
ware
Clothes. dolls; Christma
wreaths, white doves; other
items. Call 436-2154.
Fisher wood stove, used 4 mon
ths, $285, 20 lb. gas bottles
$12; t.v. tennis game. used 3
times. $10. Call 489-2595.
Wheat straw; seasoned Oak
wood, and 8 used farrowirw
crates. Call 489-2630 '
MUST SELL
iT imecl,dte dellary L.Quidat,un
Of all new all steel buildings
40172)(14 5246 per sq It





Christmas Special' 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with copper bottoms, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Revereware.
Saucepan. 1 quart. $10 99; 2
quart, $14.99; 3 quart, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special' Slow
cooker, 57 quart, high and low
heat. Teflon II lined, $14.88.
Wallin Hardware. 'Paris
Christmas Special! Water Pulse
Shower Massage Del-uxe Head.
$9 99, hand held and wall
mount unit. $13.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Self-
cleaning Munsey ovens. Model
353. $21.99, model 351,
$43.99, Model 359, $49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.- -P
Christmas Special! Club
aluminum 7 piece set. $33.99,
8 piece set. $39.99. 10 piece
set, $49.99: 11 piece set,
$59.99. Choice of colors.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christrfas Special! Silvertone
cookware. 7 piece set. $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Corelle Ex-
pressions, 20 piece sets. All
patterns. $46.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Victorio
Number no Tomatoe juicer.
$20.99.Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Stainless steel sinks, 4 hole,
self-rimming, double compart-





vacuum cleaner. Operates on
12 volt system, includes 15 ft.
cord, nozzle brush, crevice tool,




$39.99 and $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Ezell Beauty School
Will be closed the following days:
December 24th, 25th, and 26th. Also
December 31st, January 1st, and 2nd.
We would like to thank you for your
patronage throughout the year and








12th & Poplar 753-1227
19. Farm Equipment
Frost proof hydrants, 2 ft bury
depth. For yards or barn lots
$25.99 Wallin Hardware
Paris.
1964 4000 Ford gas, power
steering, remote hydraulics,
good shape, 5 ft. bushhog, 7 ft
disc, three 16 inch plows. Call
436-2269 after 6 pm.
20. Sports Equipment 
AKC Beagles, 18 months, 870
Remington pump. 12 guage.
new. Call 753-0655
Savage double barrel, 20
guage, less than 2 months old
$100. Call 753-5694. 
22. Musical
'Used Spinet piano. Buy this
beauty and save! Clayton's - J




AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00




Afghans. assorted colors. Call
Shellie Latimer. 498-8748.
Blacktop driveway sealer, 5
gallon pail, $7.99. Supply
limited. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Christmas Special' Skil Router.
model 548, '2 hp. $24.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Skil cor-
dless inch drill, 2 speed,
rechargeable. reversing model
2002, $29 99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Chain saw chains. Three
eighths inch pitch for the
following bar sizes. 16".




chain saw sharpener, sharpens
your chain like a pro $11.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special! Skil saws.
all with 75,4" blade, model 538,
$29.99: model 574. $34.99:
model 576, $49.99. model
559, $59.99: model 553.
$19 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Firewood, $25 a rick, delivered.
Oak. Hickory. assorted. Round
and split, 18" or 24". 489-
2327.
Firewood for sale, $10 and up.
delivered. 153-9811 or 161-
4441.
Firewood, oak and hickory,
delivered, $20 a rick. Call 474-
2382.
Have Oak, Hickory firewood,
$20 a rick, will deliver. Call
753-6837. ,
Lawn sweeper. Sweep your
lawn in one tenth the time.
Push type, $39.99: pull type
31". 10 bu. capacity. $119.99:
pull type 38-, 16 bu. capacity,
$189.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail, $26.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Mobile home anchoring sup-
plies available at Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
The Tote Machine. It's a dolly.
It's a cart. It'a a hauler. It's a
wood carrier. It's an 60tboard
motor caddy. It's a leaf and
brush cage. $79.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
25. Business Services '
Maybelle Joyner Bridals, Wingo,
Kentucky. Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns, bridesmaid's dresses
and veils, sizes 6 to 241.0.
Shown by appointments. Call
376-5387.
26. TV-Radio
25 inch RCA color t.v.,
automatic, $250. In good con-
dition. Phone 753-6531.
Wanted: responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25" color t.v. Warranted.
Clayton's - J & B Music, 753-
7575. 
27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale Extra sharp 12x65,
two bedroom. 2 bath, partially
furnished mobile home
Carpeted, central heat and air.
See to appreciate Call 489-
2563 after 6 pm
510 
27. Mobile Home Sales
1913, 12x60 trailer for sale
Priced at $4000. 153-2601 
28. Mob. Home Rents 
Trailer for rent, see B B Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court 
29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioner covers $1 99 to
$3.99.Wallin Hardware Paris
Electric heaters. Automatic
with fan forced air. 1320 watt.
$14.99; 1500 watt. $1899
Wallin Hardware, Paris 
30. Business Rental
For rent. 1000 square foot.
Southside Shopping Center
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet Call
753-6612. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Duplex for rent 2 bedrooms
Pr baths, appliances furnish-
ed.Rent $260 per month






2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
One room efficiency apart-
ment, $90, corner of 16th and
Olive. across from MS U. Call
753-6737 after 5 pm.
Small furnished apartment In-
quire 100 South 13th St
34-.-Houses For Rent
For rent, 2 bedroom house. 5
miles south of Murray. Ap-
pliances furnished, $130 per
month. Deposit. Call 901-642-
3995 after 5 pm.
Three bedroom, Pr bath, den,
utility for washer and dryer
Newly decorated. References
and security deposit required.
$250 per month. Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray. 328-
8255 or 382-2731.
Two bedroom house for rent in
county, stove, refrigerator, and
dishwasher furnished. $150
per month. Call 753-8301 
36. For Rent Or Lease
LF MiniWarehouseStorage SpaceFor Rent
753-4758
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Alaskan Malamute pup-
pies. Nice pets or guard dogs.
$125 and up. 753-9390 or
753-7113.
AKC German Shepherd pup-
pies. 28 champions in five
generations, German bloodline.
(502)554-2153, Paducah, KY.
AKC registered Siberian Huskie
puppies. Call 435-4228
38. Pets-Supplies_  
AKC Minature female
Dachshund puppies, champion
bloodlines, $60-85 each. Call
521-9100 after 12 30 pm.
Boarding and grooming for
Christmas holidays. We board
any type of pet. Make your
reservations early. Hidden
Valley Kennels 435-4481. Lynn
Grove.
Female Bassett hound, five
months old tri-colored, has
papers. $70 Call only if in-
terested. 753-8525 or 753-
2798
Registered American Eskimo
Spitz puppies Call (502) 554-
2153 
Singing Canaries for s-alte 436-
2304




















cabinets - you must







property is one mile S.






Different strokes for different
folks...modern tri-level 4
bedroom. 2 bath home with
central heat and air, family
room, eat-in kitchen, large
utility room situated on 1'2
acre lot al-I...Priced in the
$40's.. Phone 7 5 3 -
1492...Offered by Century 21
Loretta,lobs Realtors.
1 Ainley AuctionRealty SalesARM,r,er.r Realtor-,ipraiser .+-'I-2q86piton Tenn
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE IS'




Spe4ialize in precision cuts,
sets, perms, etc.
Opening Day-Wed., Dec. 26th
Open Every Day
Except Tuesday
9 a.m. til 5 p.m..




Located 2 blocks behind Bees Bank
43. Real Estate
Choice location on Minerva
Drive, near high school. Lot has
many lovely trees, home has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. central gas
heat and an, family room, large
bedroom, and large outside
storage This lovely home,has
been reduced for quick sale.
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.
Doctor or nurse worried &out
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet, but no place to put it/
Like a large work room away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have a solution
for you For the complete pic-
ture.call 753-1492 Offered




Insurance & Real Estate
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Lovely home plus income. You
would never guess this prett
home also has a modern apart
ment. Home has 3 bedrooms
1'2 baths, carpet, convenient
kitchen, and a deck with a view
of a lovely wooded backyard
Also there is a double garage
Call Spann Realty Associates
753-7724
Seeing is believing! This 3
bedroom brick in Canterbury
will meet all your re-
quirements. Location is ex
cellent. Lot is large and home
is more than comfortable
withlovely carpet. 2 baths
kitchen-family room combina-
tion, and double garage
Economical gas heat with cen
tral air. Priced in the $50's. For
your personal viewing. call















shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with pur-
chaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in an ex-
cellent location and on










This makes house sense For
the active family who wants a
really functional home here's
your opportunity. 3 bedrooms.
2 baths, fully equipped kit-
chen A good place to raise a
family Call 7 5 3 -




At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room, kit-
chen-den combination,
2 car garage with elec-
tric door opener, cen-
tral gas heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped









only four miles from
city limits. Beautiful

































Ile sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall, 12-32
tread depth, 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. A78x13",
$22.55 plus 1.72 FET;
E78x14", $26.10 plus 2.20
FET; F78x14", $26.91 plus
232 FET; G78x14" or 15",
$28,83 plus 2.54 FET;
Eil8x14" or 15", $30.02 plus
216 FET; 178x15". $32.21
plus 3.06 FET. Wallis Hardware,
Paris
48. Auto. Services 53. Services Offered
_ ,0* tires for cars and most
pickup trucks Plain or studd
ed Studded tires only $4 extra
it you buy early Wallin Hard-
ware.Paris
49. Used Cars
1973 Camaro, green with black
stripes, 350 automatic, new
Goodyear GT radials. brakes
and shocks. New Criag stereo,
etc...$2250. 753-1567.
1912 Catalina, air and power.
Also 1964 GMC truck Call 753-
9490
1975 El Camino, power and air.
$1695. Call 489-2595. 
50. Used Trucks
1967 Dodge six with 4-
speed, new tires, new brake job
complete, new upholstery.
Runs good. $600. Call 489-
2330. •
For sale or trade: 1949 Jeep
truck, all original flathead, 4
cylinder, 16 inch snow tires,
and excellent 4 wheel drive.
$950. Phone 1-354-6217.
1975 GMC High Sierra: bought
new by owner. 35,000 actual'
miles. Ac, ps, pb. AM-FM stereo




model 1010, 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission, air
conditioned, radio, 'heater,
power, clean. Anxious to sell.
$1300. Call 753-6500 or 753-
8050.
53. Services Offered
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Carpet cleaning, atireasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-








Vibra Vac steam or dry clean
mg Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements, driveways
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 153-5476
Carpenter contractor. New and
remodel Hawley Bucy. 492
8120
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs. old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order. Brick
house pointing. Call after 6
pm. 436-2855.
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith Carpet Center. the
people who know carpets. Call
753-6660 for free estimates.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310, for free estimates.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation. heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Plumbing o'r electrical or sewer'
bored out. Call 474-2251."
Snow removal from driveways.
parking' lots, etc. Also tractor
work: breaking, disking,
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5
pm 753-2632.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-1026.
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs. and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-9600.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag time, also have any type
' .of brown or white pea gravel.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.
Will do housecleaning, _ ex-
cellent references. 753-3802.
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free












(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Magic Hat







Novae, garden, osrte, sewer,
power end concrete tools end
etc.
753-5703













































Silver Fish dr Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Congsl
too S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-1914
I. THE Mt 11RA Y. LEDGER & TIMES. Monday, December 24. 1979
Deaths and Funerals
Stanley Martin Is
Dead At Age Of 85;
Funeral Is Today
Mart.: retired
farmer of Murray Route 8,
died Saturday at 9:10 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 85 years of
age.
Mr. Martin was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church. Born Jan. 22, 1894, in
Stewart County. Tenn., he was
the son of the late Reuben E.
Martin and Vickie Sexton
Martin. One son. Robert Dale
Martin, died in 1944.
Survivors include four
daughters-Mrs. Dudley
• Dorothy Parker. Nashville,
Tenn., Mrs. Benny ( Imogene)
Jobe. Huntsville, Ala., Mrs.
Sammy Leita ) Gafford.
Murray Route 8, and Mrs.
Harold iPattie Macurdy,
Sarasota, Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Katie Martin Overcast,
Murray; two hers. John C.
Martin a Homer Martin,
Dover. Te n.
Also surviving are two step
daughters. Mrs. Alfred
Gladys i Jones and Mrs.
Alvin Lucille.) Hale, Dexter
Route 1; one step son, L. D.
Miller, Paducah; five gran-
dchildren; two great gran-
dchildren.
The funeral will be held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr.
- Walter E. Mischke, Jr., of-
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Groover Parker, Eugene
Nance, Darrell Russell, Leroy
Eldridge, Joe Pat Farley, and
Martin Jobe. Burial will follow




Richard Lee Macha of
Murray Route 1 died Saturday
afternoon at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 73 years of age.
The deceeased was retired
from Wilson Foods Company,
Iowa. Born May 12, 1906, in
Iowa, he was the son of the
late Frank Macha and Anna
Soucek Macha.
Mr. Macha is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Bessie Macha,
Murray Route 1; two sons,
Donald Macha, Cody,
Wyoming, and Roger Macha,
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Chancey Zovodsky, Cedar
.Rapids, Iowa; three grand-
children-Ann, Karen, and
Lori Macha, Cody, Wyoming.
Friends may call at the J. H.




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.rn. Monday-Friday or by
330 p m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through





The funeral for Mrs. Willis
Erlene Pritchett i Smith will
be held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with John
L. Hicks officiating and
persons from the Benton
Church of Christ providing the
singing.
Burial will follow in the
Stewart Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today ( Monday i.
Mrs. Smith, 49, died
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Colorado General Hospital,
Denver, Colo., where she
underwent a liver transplant.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Liver Foundation, Memphis,
Tenn.
The deceased, a resident of
Benton Route 5, is survived by
her husband. Willis Smith; her
mother, Mrs. Tommie Lou
Pritchett, Dexter; two
daughters, Mrs. Jake
I Marcia Collins, Benton, and
Mrs. Harvey (Karen)
Puckett, Dexter; one son,
Michael Smith, Murray; two
grandchildren, Craig Collins
and Christopher Smith.
Mrs. Smith is also survived
by three sisters-Mrs. Buster
Edith i Elkins. Mrs. Jesse
(Leona ) Borne, and Mrs.
Lewis Duncan, all of Dextet;
two brothers, Daniel Prit-
chett, Murray, and Jerry
Pritchett. Dexter.
Born June 1, 1930, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of Tommie Lou
Matheny Pritchett, who
survives, and the late Lloyd
Pritchett. She was a member
of the Dexter Church of Christ.
The News In Brief
INTERNATIONAL
NEW YORK APi - Three
U.S. clergymen headed for
Iran today to celebrate
Christmas with the American
hostages in Tehran and, said
the Rev. William Sloane
Coffin. perhaps listen to the
grievances born of decades of
"pain and anger" in Iran.
Coffin, a former CIA agent
who became a minister and
later spoke out against the
Vietnam War, said: "We
scream about the hostages,
but few Americans heard the
screams of tortured
Iranians."
TEHRAN. Iran ( API - The
Moslem militants holding -50
Americans hostage in the U.S.
Embassy promised them
whatever they need to
celebrate Christmas.
However, the captors and
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
declared the only way the
hostages will be freed is for
President Carter to return the
shah. A spokesman for the
militants who seized the U.S.
Embassy 51 days ago told The
Associated Press the hostages
will receive "fruits, sweets
and cookies and whatever else
they need to celebrate their
Christmas."
BETHLEHEM, Occupied
West Bank i AP) - Following
a path first charted by three
wise men nearly 2,000 years
ago. Christian pilgrims from
around the world flocked to
this tiny hilltop town today to




with the arrival in Bethlehetit,
of Monsignor Giocdmo
Guiseppe Beltritti, Latin
Patriarch of Jerusalem, at the
head of a colorful procession
of devout pilgrims.
VENICE, Italy AP) -
Peggy Guggenheim, the ex-
patriate American millionaire
who put together one of the
world's greatest collections of
modern art in a whirlwind of
romances in Europe between
the wars, is dead at 81. She
died Sunday in a hospital near
Venice, the city she once said
she "always loved more than
any place on earth." She had
recently suffered a stroke and
was hospitalized Nov. 15.
NATIONAL
Boats were driven agroupd
off the California coast, back-
packers and skiers in Oregon
were warned of avalanche
dangers and radio stations in
Washington were knocked off
the air as an early winter
storm punished the Pacific
Coast with rain and snow.
Winds were clocked at 90 mph
atop Mt. Tamalpais, north of
San Francisco, as the storm
pushed east Sunday.
Christmas lights blinked off as
the storm cut power to tens of
thousands of homes in the
three states.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( API -
When Sen. Edward M. Ken-
nedy declared his presidential
candidacy, he wa's com-
fortably ahead of President
Carter in opinion surveys.
Now, 612 weeks and one
international crisis later, the
same surveys show a stay-at-
home Carter ahead of hard-
campaigning Kennedy, But
Kennedy and aides say they
are satisfied with the cam-
paign so far.
SANTA CAME EARLY for Gerald Waldrop, 1624 Olive, when more than 250 employees in
the Physical Plant Department at Murray State University Friday presented him with a
new, three-wheel bicycle. Waldrop, who is physically handicapped, is a familiar figure
about Murray as he sells greeting cards, dog and bird houses and does furniture refinishing
work about the city. In 1971, the Murray State maintenance people presented him with $250
to go with a similar bicycle which had been given to him by the Murray Lions Club. The new
bicycle replaces that one, which he had worn out selling his products about the city.
MSU Photo by Barry Johnson
Nine Die On State Highways
As Long Holiday Gets Underway
By The Associated Press
At least nine persons have
died in traffic accidents on
Kentucky highways over the
long Christmas holiday
weekend, according to state
police reports, and an autopsy
was to be performed to
determine if another death
resulted from a traffic








The nine deaths brought the
statewide traffic death toll to
873, compared to 872 through
this date in 1978. State police
recorded 11 • Kentucky
fatalities during the 1978
Christmas holiday period.
Janetta Washington, 41, of
Lexington, died Sunday as the
car she was driving went out
of control on Kentucky 4 in
Lexington and struck a guard
rail. Fayette County Coroner
Chester Hager said that ac-
cident "may be a medical
problem rather than a
(traffic) fatality." He said
further tests would be per-
formed to determine if the
woman died before the ac-
cident occurred.
Hager said the identity of a
woman killed in another
Sunday mishap in Fayette
County was not immediately
available. The woman was
killed when the car she was
driving went out of control,
struck a concrete boulder and
overturned. The accident
occurred on Old U.S. 25 north
of McCall's Mill Road in
Fayette County.
Twin brothers James W.
Osborne and James R.
Osborne, both 19 and from
Lerose in Owsley County,
were killed Sunday when their
car overturned on Kentucky
708 about three miles east of
Booneville.
McKinley Leath, 45, of Four
Mile in Bell County, was killed
Sunday when his car c- lided.
with another vehicle on U.S.
25E about two miles north of
Pineville.
State police said thInt Cor-
delia Darnell, 40, of Cyn-
thiana, was killed Saturday
when her car ran off Kentucky
32 and hit a tree about three
miles west of Cynthiana.
State police said that two
Louisville men were killed
early Saturday in a head-on
crash On Kentucky 245 about
two miles north of Bardstown
in-. Nelson County. Police
identified the victims as
Donald B. 4Itertram, 38. and
Bobby J. Brker, 32. Each was
a passenger in one of the
vehicles involved in the
collision.
Two other fatalities oc-
curred in the Louisvidle
metropolitan area on
Saturday.
Roland Branditz, 76, died
early Saturday, about three
hours after Jefferson County
Police said his'-car struck the
rear of a Ivehicle at the in-
tersection of Shelbyville and
LaGrange Roads. Police said
that Branditz suffered muscle
cramps, which apparently
caused him to lose control of
his car. The coroner's ()Mix
called for an autopsy after
surgeons discovered a rup-
tured abdominal blood vessel.
Frank Perrone Jr., 15, died
from multiple injuries after a
car struck the pier of an
overpass on Lime Kiln Lane.
Jefferson County Police said
that Perrone was thrown from
the car and pinned beneath it.
December A Memorable Month
In Life Of Rainey T. Wells
By L. J. HORTIN
December was a memorable month
in the life of Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
founder, second president, 1926-33, and
organizer of Murray State University.
He was barn on Christmas Day, Dec. 25,
1975, three miles east of Murray on the
Old Concord Road in New Hope com-
munity. He died June 15, 1958.
Rainey Thornton Wells was the son of
James Knox Polk Wells and Frances A.
Thornton Wells. Their home, where
young Rainey was born, was a modest
frame and log structure. It has long
since disappeared and it is hoped by
many of Wells' friends that a highway
marker or historical symbol will some
day be placed near the birthplace of
Murray's foremost son and citizen.
Eventful dates in December for Dr.
Wells and Murray included:
Dec. 25, 1975 - Birthday on Christ-
mas.
Dec. 31, 1896 - Marriage to Miss
Tennie Daniel.
Dec. 1, 1932 - Promotion to General
Counsel of Woodmen of the World.
December 1937 - Admission to the
bar of the U. S. Supreme Court.
Dec. 31, 1932 - Resignation from
Murray State to go to Omaha, Neb.
Dec. 22, 1924 - Dr. and Mrs. Wells
in "Edgewood" had new neighbors
when Dr. and Mrs. Carr moved into
their new home on 16th St.
Dec. 11, 1925 - Murray State's first
football banquet in Wells Hall.
Dee. (9, 1927 - Mississippi Valley
Converence was organized.
Dec. 4-8, 1928 - Murray State was
admitted to full membership in the
Southgrn Association.
Dec. 15, 1930 - Murray State was
admitted to full membership in the
SIAA.
Another memorable occasion was the
time when Dr. Wells heard his first
message over radio. It was in the 1890s
and the words were "Hello, Rainey"
from his neighbor and friend, Nathan
B. Stubblefield. The radio that Stub-
blefield had invented was then called a
"wireless telephone."
Wells, a young attorney, later
assisted the inventor in making his
applications for a patent. Stubblefield
at that time trusted only a very few
friends to share his secret.
On March 28, 1930, President Well.
presided over the dedication of a
campus marker to Nathan B. Stub-
blefield as "inventor of radio."
Today Murray has a radio station
WNBS, the letters being the initials for
"Nathan B Stubblefield." Across the
street from the campus monument is
the site of Stubblefield's home where he
'
WELLS AT RADIO PROCEEDINGS IN MURRAY - Pictured above are:
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, center; Neville MWer,AWashington, D. C., at left; and
George Ed Overbey Sr. at right. Dr. Wells had returned to Murray when this
photograph was made in 1947. He was one of many witnesses who testified con-
cerning the licensing of a new radio station in Murray. Overbey was attorney
for the Murray Broadcasting Company which was seeking FCC approval for a
broadcasting permit. Miller, former mayor of Louisville, was associate at-
torney with Overbey for the Murray Broadcasting Company. The license was
later granted and the call letters WNBS were assigned. The "NBS" are the in-
itials of Nathan B. Stubblefield.
broadcast and received voices and
music by his radio.
The old Stubblefield home burned
years ago, and only a curb for the old
cistern or well remains on the site of the
"first broadcasting station in the
world."
Dr. Wells continued his interest in
Murray's claim (the birthplace of
radio) after he went to Omaha. On
March 9, 1946, he wrote this advice to
some MurraY friends interested in
establishing a radio station here: "In
making an application for a con-
structive permit I would suggest that it
be for adequate power. I would not start
with a small wattage. . . Do not be
contented with a little thing."
In 1947 after he had returned to
Murray, Dr. Wells appeared as a
witness in the hearing for a radio
station. The permit was later granted
by the Federal Communication
Commission.
So on Christmas Day, 1979, some "old
timer" alumni and friends of .Murray
State will see Oakhurst as they drive by
the campus. They will recall that the
President's home was first named
"Edgewood" by Dr. and Mrs. Wells.
This home, now listed in the National
Register of Historic buildings, may
rightfully be called "Birthplace of
Murray," for here Dr. and Mrs. Wells
dreamed and planned to build a college
In Murray. The first building - now
known as Wrather Hall - is only a few
feet away from Oakhurst. Wrather Hall
is now being restored and converted in-
to a museum where future generations
may see proof that "Hello, Rainey"
were among the very first words ever
broadcast.
New Administration Painting A
Bleaker Money Picture For State
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP -
The new administration's
official revenue estimates for
the 198-042 budget paint a
bleaker fiscal picture than
was outlined by the outgoing
administration.
Projections released . over,
the weekend by Revenue'
Commissioner Robert Allphin
indicate that for the rest of
this fiscal year and the next
two fiscal years, the state will
take in $99 million less than
former Gov. Julian Carroll
predicted.
Allphin, appointed by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., submitted
his estimates to Finance
Secretary George Atkins.
They show that the General
Fund, which finances most
state government - operations
and services, probably will
reach the estimate of $1.8
billion made last July for this
fiscal year, although that
means the smallest growth for
the fund in 20 years.
The new figures also in-
dicate that the Transportation
Fund, which finances road
construction and main-
tenance, - will wind up $9
million short of what was
forecast last summer - $378
million instead of $387 million.
This appears to represent
the sharpest drop in road fund
taxes since motor fuel con-
sumption was curtailed during
World War II.
For the three years involved
in Allphin's projections - this
year through 1982 - the
General Fund figure is $40
million under and Tran-
sportation Fund estimate $59
million less than Carroll's
estimates.
The revenue commissioner
told Atkins that his figures are
based on appraisal. of the
economy at the moment, and
that the status of that
economy is very uncertain.
"These figures are based on
a recession continuing
through much 4,1980 with an
upturn for the remainder of
the period," Allphin said.
"Inflation is expected to be
reduced very little."
The revenue commissioner
said he is "reasonably con-
fident" the General Fund will
reach estimates because of
the diversity of taxes which
finance it.
That assumes the law of
averages will operate - if one
type of tax yields less than
Detroit To Pay
For Plant Facility
DETROIT ( AP ) - The city
will pay for a $28.5 million
additiod at a Chrysler Corp.'
factory ' under an agreement
reached by Mayor Coleman
Young and Chrysler chairman
Lee Iacocca, city officials
said.
Under the plan, which still
requires City Council ap-
proval, the city would build a
hightechnology car painting
facility at Chrysler's Jef-
ferson Avenue plant, officials
said Saturday.
The project would be part of
the first phase of Detroit's $150




HILLSIDE, N.J. (AP) - A
$15,000 reward is being offered
for information leading to the
conviction of two men wanted
in the slaying of an off-duty
policeman working as a
restaurant security guard.
"We're hoping for a
Christmas miracle," detec-
tive William Dillon said
Sunday. Money for the reward
was put up by the restaurant,
two police unions and borough
and county governments.
Patrolman Anthony Lordi,
44, died Dec. 15 after he was
shot by one of two men who
attempted to rob Gino's
working. 
restaurant, where Lordi was
expected, another may
produce more than forecast.
"The Transportion Fund
figures are much less firm
because of major dependence
upon taxes on motor fuels and
sales of motor vehicles,"
Allphin said. Both have been
sliding for months in Ken-
tucky.
"Sharp increases in fuel
prices and problems of
availability could depress
Transportation Funds below
the estimates," Allphin said.
His estimates for the next
biennium were that the state
would collect slightly more
than $2 billion in the General
Fund and $395 million in the
Transportation Fund for 1980-
81. For. the following fiscal
year he projected $2.3 billion
for the General Fund and $410
million for the Transportation
Fund.
Kentucky's total budget for
the current two fiscal years is
about $7.5 billion, but much of
that includes various forms of
federal aid and non-tax funds.
The general and tran-
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